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TO OUR READERS 

Industry's catalytic role in the development process IS changin~ in response 
to the new global pattern of rapid and accelerating technological change. 
sweeping trade hberaltzation, far-reaching deregulation of markets -
including the privatization and commercialization of state-OWried enterprises 
- and the globalization of internatior.dl busiriess. Consequent:y. the pattern 
and nature of industrialization have changed radically over the past two 
decades. with far-reaching implications for national industrial policy anct !or 
coroorate strategies at the enterprise level In the Uruguay Round era. 
economic decision-making. at national and firm level. 1s increasingly 
influenced by cross-border considerations National markets are being 
regionalized. aod national firms are increasingly being challenged by foreign 
rather than domestic competitors as the progressive implementation of the 
U~uay Round Agreements means that trade barriers are lowered. 

Coll1)etitiwness will increasingly depend on the strategy and management 
of enterprises and on the manner in which entrepreneurs and managers 
perceive their industry. the role of their enterprise in a competitive. global 
market and ttieir ability to take initiative in specific. changing situations. The 
crucial role of p:ocessing technology k>rthe competitiveness of firms in global 
l"larke!s has to be viewed in terms of not only entry to such markets. but also 
of their capability to continually remain in them The competitiveness of 
enterprises in the medium- and k>ng-term is often a direct result of their ability 
to learn conbnuou.-;ly and to build - at lower cost and more rapidly than 
compebtors - the core capabilities that enable them to generate new 
products. seMCes and value-added activities in the shortest possible bme. 

Due to the world-wide compebtive situation. interest in new methods, 
business practices and technologies to improve and ac.-:elerate product 
development. have ir.~reased continuously over the last few years 
Production benefits in industry have been obtained with such techniques as 
simultaneous engineering and total qua1;ty management and CAD. CAM. 
CAP and NC technologies In product development. rapid prototyping and 
rapid product development have proven to be the instruments to save time 
~:id money and develop innovative pro1ucts 

It is clear that flexible manufacture, increased automation, rapid prototyping 
and associated software have emerged as essential technological features 
of manufacture 1n industrialized countnes and that this process will be further 
extended during the next decade. lo the extent that such technologies are 
gradually extended in developing co• ritries. substantial changes m 
structures will be required for the management of t~chnology at the 
enterpnse level. together with policy 3nd insbtutlonal support at the inrtial 
stages All these technologies are shortening the bme between the design 
of a new product and It!> manufactunng thus speeding up their appearance 
on markets 

Many of our readers will be interested m knowing that all the Monitors will 
soon be available on the Internet. The UNIDO Wor'.d Wide Web (WWW) 
server (http /lwww umdo org) was opened to pubhc access on 24 November 
1995, wrth some 140 documents available so far Any document may be 
located Via an mtegreted full te:-.t searching facility Interaction 1s made 
possible by a growing number of on-line forms and clickable e-mail 
addresses providea 1n every document The system has been designed to 
accommodate by e-mail a dehvery service at a Mure stage of development 

Vladimir Koiamovltch 
Techmcal Editor 
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A. LEAD ARTICLE 

RAPID PROTOTYPING AND NEW MATERIALS 

l>ipl.-l'hu .. \/artm Cit"i!lu 
1-"n.rrmhojl-r-/nstit111 jilr l'ro..l11k tiomt.-clmik 

11nd .I 111onwti.tit"nmg fll'.I J. St11tlJ!<ITf, Cium.my 

1. Introduction 
Due lo the: \\or(J.,-. idc: compc1i1i,·c: situation. inlt:resl 

m new mc:thoJs. husmc:ss pra.:ticcs anJ technologies to 
1mpn>n: an.I accderale 1roduct den:lopment ha\·e 
increased contmuou-;ly o\er th.· last j"",:\\ } cars. Production 
hcnefils in industry h;l\·c 11'.cn t>htaincd \\1th such 
techniques as s1multancous engineering anJ total qualit} 
management anJ CAI>. CAM, CAP and NC technologies. 
In product Je,·clopmcnt, rapid pn>tot} ping and rapid 
product dc\·dopmcnl ha\·e tumcJ out lo he the: instruments 
to sa\·e :1mc anJ mone~ and dc,·dop innovati,·e prodtt;ls. 

Beginning in the late 1970s. ne\\ tcchnol•>gies haw 
hcen de\Clopcd a1mcJ at impro,·ing anJ hastening the 
manufacturing tim.: of prnlot} pcs Contra~ to other auto
mated fohricati,>n tcchnolog1es in use. the hasic principle 
of these new tcchnologic:s is an aJJiti\c process, \\here an 
ohject is huilt hy 101mng pi!rticles or la} ers ,,f material. 
C••m·entional automated prototyping normall_!. uses suhtrac-
11\ e pn>cesses such as NL' millin[! 1>r grinJing The first 
commercial apparatus \\as presented al the Al IT< >FACT 
sho\\ in ll...·troit (TIS,\) in l9R7 and \\as ha-;cd on sclcc
ti\ cl} curmg a surface la} er of phot.1pol~ mer using a laser 
and h111lding thn:c..Jimensional ohjects \\ ith successi\·e 
ia~ ers llp to I 'J'>O. ahout 150 commercial machines hascd 
on stcreohthography \\ere solJ t":fore the first nen additi,·e 
fahricators such as fuscJ deposition modeling. laminateJ 
oh_1ect manufactmmg. 'l<•lid p.ro1md curing and selective 
las.:r smh:nng came on the market Al .hat time. the s} s· 
tcms \\ere rclal!\ch maccnrale and the choice of materials 
lm11ted. hu: 11 \\as poss1hle lo manufacture pwtol\pt:s in 
da~' mstcad of nwnlhs Thcrcfore. first applications and 
hcncfih \\crc pt•ss1hk m rapi.Jh manufoch1ring prolol~ pcs 
of lo\\ 'fllahl\. \\ h1ch \\ere 11sc1l for design tests and a~ 
a.:,1111,1l1<in an,1 c11mmumcal1on lnols According lo lhcsc 
ah1h11cs. thc a.!.hll\e proccsscs \\Crc P,l\en th.: lcrm .. rapid 
pr11l11l\ pmg 

lhc'e lcchn11l,1111cs sci the st;irlinp.·p.•inl for a lol of 
rcse;irch ;md d,·\ clopmenl ;ic!n i11es al 11nncrs111cs. rcscard1 
c.:nlrc' ;11111111.111,lna I cnlcrprisc' The aJ.!111\ c h:chnolop.ics 
ha\,. lal.:n cn••rmnu' slr11lcs anJ rapid prolol~ ping hccamc 
a map.1c fornml.1 111 111.luslrtal pro•lncl de\clopmenl During 
lhe la'I fc\\ \ ··ar' 1hc un.Jerslandmg of rapid prolol\ ping 
"'" c11n,la111h .:hanged. \\h1d1 1s hc't represented m the 
prucce.lm~s of 1111cma11011al e\ cnl' of rap1<I prnl1>I\ pmp. 
I fp '" I'>'> I. 1111 "I r.·pre,enlal 11111' al rapid prnlol\ p111g con
f,·rcncc' rep11r1.·.J on Ill"\\ atf.111n c procc"es and 1mpr11\c· 
menh nf '' •lcm' No\\aila\ s. ;1 1111 nf ad.l1111111al 1cchnnlo 
fl•'' 111d11,!111g ,uhlracll\e. ,. g fasl NC-n11lhng an.I 
co111p1•'"1'.: pr111.:1pk' 1..:;.-111111. 111011!.lmg an1I fortzmg1111 
1.1p1<H\ pr.••111..:c p111l11I\ Ji.:' an.I a 1111lc r<111p.c of apph· 
•;;1l1111h fur 1h1Tcr•·111 hranches of 111<111,ln. arc 1!1e c11nlc11I 
of 1h.:-c c1111fcr.·nces In :1 perw.I of unh ii f.:\\ \ c.ir' rap11I 
pr"''''' pmp. ha' challf•·1I from a 1w:11h1:r of 1J1i1ccur;1!•· 
lcchnol"P,1•'' 11 •·kh llll"f "11h ii ptf\ mp. s1111lc. 111 a 1111p.hl.1 
'11.m1ficanl 111111 N111\ 11 ' ' har1l 11ol lo 111ia11111c that 11 •' nol 
'"'"' 111 rh.· .1ut11111<•l1\c 111il11;fn anti rdar.·,f hrn11d1e' 

Some ~cars ago there \\ere onl~ a handful of processes 
under dewlopment and the rapiJ prototyping R&I> famil~· 
\\as quite small. Nowada}"s. R&D acti,·ities on rapid pr.>lo
t~ ping arc located at a lar~e numher of uni\·ersities and 
research centr~s and 1:1e numher of additi\e fabricators is 
still increasing, e\·en if most processes ha\·e still not 
hcen commercialized. In addition m the rapid prototyp
ing technologies. new methods of organi.fation. coopera
tion and husiness practices using the rapid prototyp
ing. technol,,g.ies are hcing devclop.:d, examined. te:1o"ted 
and summarized under th.: term ··Rapid Product f>e\·dop
mcnl-. 

The object of this article is lo gi,·e an owrview of the 
present stale-of-the-art, commercial technologies, R&D 
acti,·itics and trends in rapid prototyping (RP) and rapid 
product dc,·clopment tRPD). Because RPI> and RP origi
nate from the additive fabricators (AF), principles, 
processes and machines of the different AFs and availahle 
accuracy and materials arc discussed in more detail. 
Thanks arc giwn to Bernd Keller of the lnstitut fUr 
Kunststoffprofung und Kunststoffkunde (IKP) al the 
I fniwrsity in Stuttgart, who gave a lot of information on 
materials. Although an international vie" on rapid proto
typing is intended. one should consider that the auth->r is 
a Europcan resident. Therefore. although practical 
experience \\as only made in Europe, a lot of l:m)\\ledge 
arose from visits and contacts in the l JSA and much 
mfonnation is s11mrnari.1ed from hooks, proceedings and 
articles ft is furthermore intended to give the reader a 
sour.:c lo start !heir onn in\·cstigations on RP lo 
supplement the information giwn and to search for special 
information Thcrcforc, hooks considered as important. 
proceedings, annual international c\·cnts and Internet 
addresses arc listc::d \\llhout daiming lo he complete. 

2. Fundamentals of additive fabricators 
In lhc late 1970s and early I 9KOs in Minneapolis and 

111 California, several a.:ti\ilies started in de,·cloping 
auh>malcd prnlotypinp. concepts hascd on selectively curing 
a surface la~ er of phnh>~1lymcr and huildiniz 1hree
•hmcns1<•nal ohjects with succcssi\e layers The acli\itics 
111 California rcsulteJ m a complclc s} slcm called sterco
lilhngraph~. \\hich can automalicall~ huild detailed parts 
·1 he lirsl stercohthography appar;1tus (SI .A· I) "as 
prescnled al lhc Al Jl <>FACT Sho\\ in l>ctroil m 
Nn\cmhcr l'>R7 T111s \\as lhe start of lhe gro"ing 
Sl(Zniticancc of nc\\ .. aclilill\ e fahricators .. (AF). \\ hich arc 
m11stl\ ruhhshcil under the name .. rnpicl prototyping··. 
hecause of their ah1hl\ to produce protot~pcs 11111 of ('J\f) 

tlala 1hrccll\ \lllhoul ,, lonl 
In lhc ~1c;int1mc. there arc o\cr 10 RP s~stems ancl 

relate.I : • ..;l111olng1cs under clc\clopm.:nt While lhc s~·stem 
accmac\ and the malerial properties improved, more cffi. 
c1cnl s\ ·;fem sofl\1<1rc.1mpro\c.I l'/\I> s~ slcms and hcm·fi•s 
of C••mhmallnn \\ 11h con\·crs111n 1cchnol111uc<1 such as 
• a.:1111111 c;Vitlll~ an1I 111\eslmcnl casllflll 11erc de\ eloped. 

/ '11Jl1' I 
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thereby increasing the industrial use of these techniques 
considerably. 

2.1 Worlcing principle 
Present commercial AFs allow the building of 

prototypes in a limited choice of materials. Most materials 
used are photosensitive polymers. nylon. polycarbonate. a 
wood-like material and some other plastics. Recent 
developments allow direct production in a metallic alloy. 
To obtain prototypes in other materials. post-processing 
such as surface finishing or sintering. or subsequent 
processes such as moulding or casting are necessary. 
Nevertheless. the number and quality of materials is 
increasing rapidly. The size of the process chambers of all 
systems is still below one metre in each direction. Larger 
objecti: have to be built a'I separate small parts and glued 
toeether afterwards. 

- 3-D CAD data of an object is the common information 
source for Afs. Because all Afs build the objects 
layerwise. which means that material is added layer by 
layer, all rr.achines need information on a number of 
parallel cross-sections of the objects at a given distance. 
Figure 2.1 shows the most commonly used procedure in 
preparing 3-D CAD data for Afs. In most cases the CAD 
data are converted into a neutral data format. In RP the 
STL format became a de facto standard for the represen
tation of the 3-D geometry description of objects. Th: 
objects are represented by facets building an approximated 
closed description of the surface of the objects. Basic 
elements of the STL format are triangles with a normal 
vector. Most 3-D CAD systems include an STL interface. 
The STL file of an object is the input for a slice compute1. 
The result is a number of parallel cross-sections. Each 
cross-se.:tion involves information where material has to b..' 
added. The distance to the follow•ng cross-section fixes the 
height of the single layer. Hence AFs could be seen as 3-D 
plotters. The slices serve to control the fabricator dependent 
on the actual principle. 

A more detailed dt>scription of data preparation for 
AFs 1s given later. The different systems may be cate
gorized by the different basic working principles as: 

I. Selective hardening of photosensitive material 
b.,- radiation: 

2 S~lectivc fusing or sintering powder by a laser 
beam: 

1. Selective freeform deposition of material: 
-1. Contour culling and adhering of sheets. 
Most of tne systems need some degree of posl-

processing to influence :;1e ·~oality of the finished model. 

2.2 Selective hardening of photosensitive 
material by radiation 

Basic to all systems is a photoinitiated radical 
polymeri1.ation process. "Polymeri7.ation is the process of 
linking small molecules (monomers) into larger molecules 
(polymers) comprised of many monomer units .. (Jac'>21. A 
loose bonding exists between small organic molecules 
(carbon compounds) based on Van der Waals interactions. 
Therefore. these molecules tend to exist in a liquid phase. 
If the molecules have a carhon double bonding. it can he; 
forcibly broken hy a catalysr. Suen catalvsrs arc commonly 
free radicals which initiate ;: chain readion. l.ar~c carbon 
chains arise from monomers in microregions near the sire 
of the catalyst'\. The Van dcr Waals interaction between 
the molcculc:s increases with the length of the molecules 
and therefore !he material cures in regions of polymcri1a-
1ion. 

lbe key lo an AF is to control the locations where the 
polymerization happens. The material is selectively exposed 
by radiation (mostly UV light). The catalysts (free radicals) 
are formed from a photoinitiator in the resin by a 
photochemical process. The photoinitiator is trimmed to 
absorb photons with a special frequency. In conseouence. 
ifthe resin is exposed to radiation with the rig.ht frequency. 
the fluid is immedialely hardened by low energy absorp
tion. because of the initiation of chain reactions. 

The different systems on the market and under 
development are distinguished from one anorher t,y the 
illumination proces:; and in some details of the construc
tion. The most used procedure is hardening the resin point 
by point with a laser beam. This procedure is mainly called 
stereolithography. although different vendors use differenl 
names fo: their systems. 

2.2.1 Stetealithography 
Figure 2.2 describes the principle and constr.iction of 

an SLA 250 made by 3D Systems Inc. The light source is 
an HeCd la."Cr. The laser beam is focused by lenses and 
deflected to the surface of a vat by two rotating mirrors. A 
computer uses the slice information to control the mirmrs 
(scanner). If one layer is ready. the platform is moved one 
layer thickness downwards. The level of the resin surface 
is measured by a HeNe laser using a triangulation method 
and adjusted accordingly. A recoating system wipes over 
the resin a:id ensures a flat surface. The laser beam scans 
the corito.irs of the next slice. Then the interior of the 
contours is scanned line by line. like a hatch pattern. The 
speed of the laser beam and therefore the intensity o'\ler an 
area is adjusted. so the exposed area cures in a depth a 
little over the layer thickness to ensure good bonding to the 
last layer. The whole object is built by repeating this 
process cycle up to the last layer. At the end the platform 
is raised and the object removed from the platform. 
Because the material is not completely hardened. the object 
is usual!"· cured in a UV oven. 

One. important characteristic is the necessity of a 
support structure. It makes no sense to build an object 
d:rectly on the platform because this would cause problems 
during the removal of the object. Furthermore. the environ
ment is liquid and overhangs would sink down after the 
first layer is exposed. Therefore. an additional frame has lo 
he built to support the ohject. 

The distance between the mirrors and the resin surface 
and the angle between the laser beam and the resin surface 
changes di.!pcndent on the angle between the beam and the 
~rpendicular line. The beam is therefore defocused and the 
shape of the beam on the surface becomes an ellipse. 
Inaccuracy l r the parts is the result. This defocusing effect 
is reduced with different mechanisms by the \'endors. 

Based on this process. there arc several \)Siems by 
different vendors or. !he market. An overview of the 
sy:;tems and some information of design differences is 
given below. Most vendors have locations or distributors in 
several countries. although only the hcad,, .•. irters arc 
mentioned here. 

JD Systems (Valencia. CA. llSA) offers three Ah 
(Sl.A-190. Sl.A-250. Sl.A-~Ofl) based on the stereolitlw
graphy process and is the commercial market leader in the 
AF industry. Over 2~0 machines have been sold around rhe 
world. The numbers of the SI .As dcscrihc the size of the 
vah in x-y direr.lion. The Sl.A-2~0 described at)ove i' the 
mosl wideh. sold AF in lhe world. Rccentlv. an inter· 
changcilhlc. vat w;;•; mtcgralcd. l"hc Sl.A-500 offers ii 

grcalcr capacit}. Furthermore. !he scan rate-; arc higher than 
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those of the SLA-250. because of t!le use of a more power
ful Ar· laser_ The building velocitv is hie'1 but a water 
cooling system is necessar)·_ The SLA-190 is the cheapest 
AF of 30 Systems. The light source is again an HeCd 
laser. but with less Oiltput power. It is smaller and slower 
than the SLA-250. The defocusing etlect of all machines is 
reduced bv using a lone distance between mirror and resin 
surface in. relati'On to the edge length of the vat Most of 
the following systems are \·ery similar in operation to the 
30 Systems equipment. 

Electro Optical Systems (EOS) GmbH (Planegg. 
Germany) product line comprises four S)stems based on 
selective hardening of photosensitive material using a laser_ 
The use of interchangeable resin vats allows for changes 
between materials with ditlerent properties. All the re;in 
wetted parts. e.g. elevator and le\·elling system. are 
changed with the vat making it a relatively quick and 
straightforward operation. An Ar" la~er is also used by the 
system· s STEREOS 600 . .too and 300 and the size of the 
vat is given by th~ number in mm. Also. a solid state laser 
is tested. which has benefits in lifetime. electrical energy 
and cooling. and therefore in costs. The desktop mact.ine 
of EOS GmbH uses an HeCd laser and is comparatively 
small. In comparison to other systems the laser beam of the 
STEREOS system;; is refocused on the surface by a flat 
field lens. wi:h subsequent benefits in spot size. Another 
feature is a special recoating system. where resin is pumped 
o\·er the hardened surface. 

The "Solid Object l!V laser plotter (SOUP)" line of 
CMET. Inc. (Tokyo. Japan) offers systems in three sizes. 
The SOl JP 600 and 850 use no rotating mirrors. The laser 
beam is controlled and guided by using glass fibre and an 
x·y ploller mechanism. The beam is therefore always per
pendicular to the surface of the resin and always focused. 
The bcnefits of circular and focused bcam geometry at any 
location of the surface are connected to disadvantages in 
speed. because of mo\ements of mechanical units. SOUP 
-too and 600 can bt• bought either with an lfeCd laser or 
with an Ar· laser. 

The Laser Modelling System of Fockcle & Schwarze 
(Padcrhom. Gem1any) is oftered in different sizes up to 
500 mm in one direction according to the requirements of 
the cuo;tomer. l ·urrent systc:ms use an Ar' laser. but newer 
model-;\\ ill he deli\ered with a solid o;tate laser. Distinctive 
foatureo; arc a fast recoaling system based on electrostatic 
effects and a nc\\ precise levelling detector. The slicing is 
done using CAD data. which avoids inaccuracy based on 
STI .·tiles with poor resolution. The apparatus is assembled 
in a lab-design ( fi;rnre 2. l) that enables the usc:r to 
integrate their own hardware and software developments. 
A redco;ign of the hou,ing accordin!! IP industrial require· 
menh i' in proces'i. 

The Solid Creatio•1 S} o;tem offered by a subsidiary of 
Son! Corp. named l>eo;i!!n-!\1odcl Fngine.:ring Center 
!Tok}o. fap;m) io; ;l\ailable in three sites. The smalle<· ''"e 
\\ ith 2·IO mm vat si1e uses an I lc('d laser. the others an 
:\( la,.:r. lhc \\ l111lc proces' is \Cry similar tn the SI.As. 
Some ... pccial features ;ire an on-line rei,:ul;111on of the laser 
h.:am diameter and a \ anahlc focal li:n:;th mechanism 
\\hid1 .11lowo; the o;c;111111ng of some area:; in detail lll:oc91 j. 

1'11e Soliform S!slem \\a\ developed by DuPont. one 
of the 111.1111 re-;111 \l·ndors in rapid protor:. ping. and o;old h} 
lcijin Seiki 11 ok}o. fapan). In l'ontrast lo other s_i.steni-.. 
the ,(i..:in;: ''done during the prrn.:e''· hao;ed on the CAD 
tile. ( lllerc<I ar.: l\\O '>lln. lhe \oliforn~ mo and the 
\nltf11r111 '\fl!l. h111h 11s111g .111 1\r' lao;er. 

Mitsui Engineering (Japan) offers its Computer Laser 
Active Modelling Machine (COLAMM) with a size of 
300 mm. The laser beam of an HeCd laser exposes the 
resin from the bouom through a glass window. During the 
process the platform is raised layerwise from the bottom. 
Therefore. less support structure is necessary in comparison 
to other systems. 

The system ofQuadra.x (Rhode Island. USA) is similar 
to 30 Systems. but uses a more powerful. visible light 
laser. variable beam diameter at the resin surface. and a 
different recoating process. The sale of the system ceased 
in 1992 because of legal problems. 

2.2.2 Simultaneous layer curing 
Two commercial systems do not use lasers to expose 

the resin. A strong UV lamp or a liquid crystal display 
(LCD) is used to produce the necessary light. Figure 2.4 
describes the process of Cubital Ltd. (Raanana. Israel) 
Solid Ground Curing. 

A thin layer of liquid is spread (a). and exposed to a 
UV light source through a mask (b). Each layer is thus 
fully cured at the intended locations by one flash. Excess 
liquid, which is not polymerized. is removed (c) by vacuum 
suction. and replaced by wax (d) to suppon the model 
during construction. Following this the layer is milled 
smoothly to the controlled z valae. This process cycle is 
repeated until the parts are finished. 

The masks are produced ioilographically, similar to 
laser printers. The negative image of a slice is toned with 
fine black powder on a glass plate. The toner absorbs the 
UV light during the exposure and is removed afterwards. 

Cubital offers two machines based on this principle. 
The SOLIDER 5600 and the SOLIDER 4600. The larger 
one involves a building casing of 500x500x350 mm and the 
smaller one, of 350 mm in each direction. A mercury lamp 
is used as the light source. The machine is over 4 m long 
and requires a more factory-like environment than the other 
systems. Becai:se of the milling process rhe height of the 
z-value can be controlled accurately and very thin layers 
are possible. The build-time is only dependen: on the 
height of the parts. but not on the dimensions of the pans 
in the x-y direction. Therefore. the economics of the 
process increases with the volume of the pans in compari
son to their height. Cubital uses a special data front end to 
fill the process chamber to the maximum density. Because 
there is no necessity for suppon construction. very complex 
geometries with integrated moving pans are possible. A 
new materia! which is much less brittle than their original 
polymer was recent:y offered. 

At the end of the process. the pans are in a block of 
wax. which has to be removed. An automatic dewaxing 
machine is offered. The wax can be removed by hot air. 
\\ater or with chemicals. but it is known to be time
consuming. A disadvantage is that a lot of waste (removed 
resin an<l wdx) is created during the process. although 
recycling is possible to a cenain degree. 

1.ight Sculpting (Milwaukee. Wisconsin. lJSA) has 
developed a further system (I.SJ) to cure one layer of 
photoo;ensilive r..:sin al a time The design is in principle the 
same ao; in stercolithography. The resin is irradiated by a 
lamp through a liquid crystal display mask. which is in 
contact with the resin. In general. high-rco;olution pans a.·c 
possible liecame of the cloo;c distance and the high accur;itc 
mask. Prohlems caused hy shielding air from rhe o;urfaCl' of 
the resin (air prcvcnto; polytnl·ri1ation at the surface of the 
resin and therefore causes a very thin uncured suhlayer. 

/'axe .l 
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which is useful for good adhesion to the next layer) are 
mentioned as solved by coating the underside of the mask 
with halogenated compounds. This materialcauseslhe same 
effects as air. The system is offered in three sizes from 
152 x 152 x 228 mm 10 305 mm in eac:h direclion and 
559 x 559 x 610 mm. 

2.2.3 Photostmsitive materials 
Photosensitive resin in rapid prolotyping can be 

divided into acrJlic. epoxy and vinylelher resins. The 
critical exposure of acrylics is commonly lower compared 
to the others. This enables higher scan rates or lower laser 
power. The shrinkage of epoxy and \·inylether is low. 
Shrinkage causes such build-defects as curl and warpage. 
Therefore acrylic materials have disadvantages. when 
highly accurate parts are necessary. 

Measurements done in a European project showed 1hat 
the heat deflection temperature (ISO 75) of acrJlic resins 
is about -to• C and of epoxy materials about 75" C [Lue94). 
Acrylic resins absorb less water. with a maximum of about 
3 per cent. than epoxy :md vinylether. If too much water is 
absorbed, the viscosity may increase. the curing speed may 
decrease significantly. anJ the final pans can develop a 
sticky surface. It is therefore important to keep a low room 
moisture level. if epoxies or vinylethers arc· used. 

The choice of photosensitive materials suitable for AFs 
is rapidly expanding. Then: are materials available which 
an: tough. stable and accurate. Others are more flexible and 
smooth and some are very brittle. The physical properties 
of the materials are constantly being improved. 
Nevertheless. the prototypes are only suitable for limited 
functional tests. In applications the parts very often serve 
as master patterns to produce manifolds. Typical tensile 
strengths range between 50 and 70 MPa. The elastic 
modules reach from 1,000 MPa up to 2,500 MPa. The 
elongations are about 6 to "!O per cent at yield, Y.ith the 
exception of SOM OS 2100 with 46 per cent at yield. The 
impact strength is mostly about 15-30 J!m. Glass ll<'nsition 
temperatures are between .tr C and 150" C. The physical 
properties of many of the materials have been published 
[RPR 1094). Figures 2.6a-c give an overview of the 
properties of photosensitive resins which have been 
measured and summed up by lkP. Stuttgart. Germany. 

2.2.4 Developments 
The Olympus Optical Company, Ltd. and the 

University of Tokyo, Japan. have developed a machine. 
where a mixture of photosensilive resin and ceramic or 
melal powders is hardened by a laser. Subsequently. the 
part is heated in orci ... r 10 bum off the pho!osensirive resin 
before it is sintered to i1s final density. 

Developmentc; to b~1ild very small machines to 
manufacture micro parts with high accuracy is one task. 
Furthennor~. there arc a lot of aclivities lo deve!o~ new 
build slyles, new malcrials and improved delails (scanners. 
recoating. etc.) of the machine-;. 

2.3 Selective fusing or sintering powder by a 
laser beam 

The process of the following systems resembles 
slercolithogrnphy. although the main difference.'\ arc that 
the material is not a nuid photopolymcr hut a thcrmoplaslic 
powder. and it is the laser hc;it, not the light. that causes 
the hardening. Therefore high-power infrared lasers arc 
used. The parts arc produced hy selective melting or sinter
ing of powder caused hy a I 1scr hcam controlled hy C'AI> 
data. Although rhe proces-; i-; termed as selective laser 

l'ai.w ./ 

sinterinf. material is actually mehed together. Sintering is 
a process where material is fused toge1her below its 
mehing point. Materials with large surfaces in close contact 
tend to reduce the surface tension by exchanging atoms by 
several transport mechanisms. The reaction velocity 
increases with the temperature up to the mehing point. The 
exact physical principle is not that importanl for the 
understa:iding of the Ar. but it should be realized that the 
bcha•·;our of rrieta'.s 3nd ceramics is different to plastics. 
Thermoplastics~'!"\! t•iiateral electmn bonding and exist in 
long chains. Uiffus100 processes which support the sinter
ing prxess in metal~ and ceramics are not so important in 
thenno~.iastics. Th~ 5intering process is therefore slower 
than ir. metals or ccr.u11ics and the thermoplastics are 
almos~ :aelted by tli1.~ he:. •. 

2.3.1 Selective laser sintering 
As the selective laser sintering process begins. a ver} 

thin layer of heat-fusible powder is deposited onto the 
part-building cylinder within the process chamber. A laser 
is then used to sinter only the powder that is inside a 
cross-section of the part. The interaction of the laser beam 
with the powder elevates the temperature to the point of 
melting. fusing the powder particles and fonning a solid 
mass. The intensity of the laser beam is modulated to melt 
the powder only in areas defined by the object's design 
geomctrJ. Once the laser has scanned the entire cross
scction. another layer of powder is laid on top and the 
whole process is repeated. The part is removed from the 
build chamber and the loose powder falls away. SLS parts 
may then require some post-processing. such as sanding. 
depending upon the application. Comoared to other 
processes. however, this post-processing is minimal. 

DTM Corporation (Austin. USA) brought the first 
commercial system onto the market. The Sinterstation 2000 
uses a CO: laser as heat source. The p:-ocess chamber !$ 
heated to just below the melting point of the mater!al used. 
The intensity of the laser is modulated during the scanning 
to define the areas of sintering. The unsintered material 
supports the following layers. The process continues in a 
nitrogen atmosphere controlled by an atmospheric control 
mechanism. A gas source requirement is therefore neces
sary. The build cl1amber is cylindrical with a diameter of 
about 380 rr.m and a height of about 305 mm. Contrary to 
figure 2.7. the powder feeding mechanism uses hrn 

cartridges. nanking the part-build cylinder. This allows a 
hi-directional recoating via a roller mechanism. 

A great advantage over stereolithography is that 
theoretically every thennoplastic material could be used. 
But in application, tile process is developed and stable only 
for a limited number of materials. One reason is the high 
sinter and melting temperatures of a lot of materials. e.g. 
metals and ceramics. This causes extreme requirements for 
the special components of the system. Furthcnnorc. it is 
difficult to find the right parameters to control the process. 
Nevertheless. it is possible to sinter several materials up lo 
over 90 per cent density. 

The materials used in the selective laser sintcring offer 
numerou-; advantages over photosensitive resins. For 
example. thermoplastics provide enough strength for 
limited functional testing. They arc machinahlc. and can he 
used as ma~t-:rs for low-temperature tooling. Also. most 
material~ arc extreme!)- slahlc after processing and arc 
environmentally non-ha1.ardous and non·lox1c. 

Because the unmclted material serves as support. parts 
with very complex geometry. including internal cavities 
and intcgrarcd moving pans (figure 2.K). arc possihlc. 
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To d~te. DTM offen; several materials for use with the 
Sinterstation 2000. including polycarbonate. nylon. nylon 
composite and investment casting wax. New developments 
use metal powder.: coated with a pol}mer. Indirect sintering 
enables the production of metallic parts. Here. metallic 
powders arc coated with a polymer which is melted by the 
laser beam. The polymer acts as binder. During a 
subsequent debindmg and sintering process. the part is 
compressed to its final density of up to 99 per cent. The 
s'1rinkage has to be taken into account in building the part. 
Instead of subsequent sintering. infiltration is also possibie. 
The debinded porous part is immersed in metal with a 
lower meliing point and infiltrated by capillary effects. 

EOS GmbH I Planegg. Gennany) offers different 
laser-sinter modelling systems. They use a rectangular build 
room which is 3-10 mm wick and 390 mm or 590 mm 
deep. The light source is Hkewise a CO~ laser. Thi! main 
dillerence to the Sinterstation 2000 is that the pl"O\:ess 
chamber is not heated. which offers benefits in manufac
turing time. Furthennore, another recoating system is used. 
Materials used are polystyrene and polyamide. Recently, a 
machine for direct sintering of metal (EOSINT-M) was 
introd•1ced to the market. EOS uses a patented alloy. which 
requires no binder material or pre-heating and exhibits 
almost no shrinkage during the process. It is also possible 
to infiltrate the porous parts. 

2.3.2 Materials in selective laser sintering 
In general it is possible to process every thermoplastic 

material. For applications the choice of material is limited 
by se\·eral eftects. If the melting temperature of the 
selected material is high (over 1.000· C for most metals). 
the processing requires a high kinetic energy. This energy 
has to be brought into the material. The laser power 
necessary for the sinter process increases with the 
1empera1ure difference of lhe material in the process 
chamber and its melling point. If the chamber is healed. 
there is less laser power necessary. But the heating of the 
process chamber causes more tec.:hnical requirements of the 
equipment and therefore increases the costs. Furthermore 
1he heating proce!>S and the cooling after the man11facturing 
process needs time. If the total energy is given by the laser. 
there i~ a high loical lemperature !;radient. Herc. heat 
dissipation is a great problem and therefore controlling the 
process is difficulr. 

Currently. industrially used materials are polyarnide. 
polycarbonate. polystyrene. wax. glass-filled polyamidc and 
a metallic alloy. The wax was mostly used to manufacture 
master patterns for investment casting. In application. it is 
heing replaced more and more hy polycarbonate and poly
sty1ene. because of the hi!!lwr a•:curacy of these parts. The 
invc:>lment cast in!! proce-;s of these materials is used even 
more in foundries. Figure 2.9 gi\·e> an ovcn·icw of the 
properties of the different ;naterials. 

Direct sintering 11f metals with room temperature is 
rnrrer>tly only pos-;ihlc for one metallic allo}. II i'i foreseen 
that ii will he Jrfticulr lo expand this process lo 1ither 
metals. with the exception of some special alloys in the 
near future. The 111d1rcc1 >mlering of metals and ceramic~ 
h} u~e of coatinµs offer-; a lot of materials. hut the !oral 
process I' more complc~:. l>ehinding and final sintering 
proce'i'ie'i and parametl·r~ have In he dcvelop.:d for ever\ 
rnatl·rial 'Y~ll'lll 

2.3.3 Developments 
In different lafwr;lloric' rhc 'l'lerliH· laser sinrcring 

rro~c·,, I• 1110.lilil·d ov~·r ;1 \', idl' f;JJl'.!l' I he followmµ in for-

mat ion will only give an impression of some ongoing acti
vities. 

Whereas selective laser sintering uses a powder bed, 
the powder could aim be brought into the laser beam by a 
downstream technique. The pulverulent material is injected 
into a laser beam via a nozzle. Because the powder is in 
the laser beam for a long time it is melted to a higher 
degree than in selective laser sintering. But the complexity 
of the geometry and the accuracy is more limited. Develop
ments are go:ng on at several research facilities. e.g. the 
University of Stuttgart (IKP). Germany. the Fraunhofer 
lnstitut IPT and IL T in Aachen. Germany. and at the Los 
Alamo::. National Laboratory in New Mexico. USA. 

Sdective Laser Reaction Sintering {SLRS) was 
developed at the Univf'rsity of Texas in Austin (USA) and 
combines SLS with a simultaneous powder-gas-reaction. 
lmponant parts of the apparatus are: 

I. A laser with modulated intensity; 
2. A system to distribute powder; 
3. A system to mix different gases. 
The powder distribution is similar to SLS. The whole 

process chamber is assembled on an x-y controlled desk. 
The laser beam is brought i!'lto the chamber through a ZnSe 
window. N~. H~, NH 1, Ar', 0 2• CH, and C~H1 have been 
tested (figure 2.10). 

2.4 Selective freeform deposition of material 
The main principle of the following technologies is the 

selective trapping of material. It should be considered that 
this is one cf the main principles of how things originate 
in nature and technique. It could be realized by many 
physical and chemical effects. Rapid prototyping realizes 
the selective freeform extrusion of material. It is a principle 
used in an increasing number of AF systems with a lot of 
technicc:.I variants. All of the following technologies use a 
moving nozzle or jet, through which material is extruded. 
The developments began with fused deposition modeling. 
3-D-printing and ballistic particle manufacturing. 

2.4. 1 Fused deposition modeling 
Fused deposition modeling (FDM) was invented by 

Scott Crump in 1988 and is sold by Stratasys Inc., Eden 
Prairie, USA. The parts are built layer by layer. Liquid 
thermoplastic material is extruded and then depositecl into 
thin layers. The main feature of the system is an x-y 
controlled heated head. The material is supplied in the form 
of a wire with a diameter of 1.25 mm on a spool. At the 
head. the wire is heated and maintained just above ( 1 · C) 
the solidification point. The liquid material solidifies very 
q:iickly after it is ejected from the nozzle. By moving the 
head controlled in the x-y plane one layer is deposited. The 
diffusion breadth is betwcen0.22 mm and 2.5 mm. depend
ing on the nozzle used. material feed and velocity of the 
head. After this. the platfom1 is lowered one width layer 
and the deposition continues. The width layer ranges 
her ween 0.£13 mm and 0. 7 mm. It is possible to clean the 
noule automatically during the process. In brief. the 
process could he termed as an inver~c NC milling process 
(figure :!. I I). 

Strarasys' first machine wa<; the 31> Modeler. The si1e 
of the process chamber is 2·10xJ:'iOx300 mrn. Nowadays. it 
has heen replaced hy three machines. the FDM IOOO. FDM 
I ~mo and H>M 1600. The process chamber is reduced to 
2~0 111111 in each direction. the dimension of the total 
machine is very small and :he ll·rm "desktop apparatus" is 
indeed correcl. The proce>s room of the Ff>M IOOO is nor 
heated. c >nly the polyamide 1'10 I i> machinahle with this 
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system. The FDM 1500 integrates an engine room heating 
and a replaceable fDM h:!ad. Therefore all oOered 
materials could be machined. The fDM 1600 incorporates 
a dual-material delivery system. The second !lozzle is used 
lo create parts of the support structure with a special wax 
wherever a support comes into contact with the part. There
fore. ii is easy lo eliminate the support structure. which is 
of considerable advantage when .:ompared to other 
machines. 

The system requires no exhaust hwd or special facili
ties and can be used in a normal otlice. Offered materials 
are investment casting wax. machinable wax. polyolefine 
and polyamide. The material properties can be seen in 
figure 2.12. 

2.4.2 ModelMaker 
Sanders Prototype. Inc. (Wilton. USA) offers a similar 

system called ModelMaker. The MM-68 plouing system is 
a very small system of under 600 mm in each directi,,,i. 
The desktop machine is a liquid-lo-solid inkjet plotter\\ ;,'1 
a separate z-axis input It uses a dual ink-jet printing 
system which rides on an x-y drive carriage and dep<'<;itc 
both thermoplastic and wax materials onto the build 
substrate under program control. The parts are built on a 
platform which lowers itself by one layer width after each 
layer is deposited. 

The build and support materials are digitally deposited 
onhl the build substrate as a series of uniformly spaced 
"'micro-droplets"'. The wax is laid down to provide a !lat 
surface and serves as support material. The x-y drive 
carriage also energizes a flatbed milling subsystem to main
tain precise z-axis dimensioning of the model by milling 
off the excess vertical height of the current build layer. The 
Model Maker also has the ability to provide different speci
fied cellular fill patterns. such as solid fiil or honeycomb 
fill within the wall structures. After about 12 hours' opera
tion the material has to be replenished by the operator. 

The build material used is a thermoplastic material. II 
is said that it has good hum-out characteristics in invest
ment casting. The support material has another colour and 
can be removed with a solvent. The material has a glass 
transition temperature of 85 · C ( RPR I 095 ). 

2.4.3 Ballistic particle manufacturing 
Perception Systems. Inc. (Easley, SC. USA) was 

formed in 1988 lo develop an AF system hased on the 
patent granted to William E. Masters. The ~ystem. called 
ballistic particle manufacturing. deposits m;iterial in an 
org.inized pallerr hl huild a part. The material deliver) 
system '.S attached to a roholic sysh'm. The company 
bcc:imc BPM Technology ({jrccnvillc. -;c. lJSA) allll has 
:ntro.Jucec! the Pt.:rsonal Modcie. this year hascd on hallis:ic 
particle manufacturing. The syst .. m uses a drop-on-demand 
piezoelectric jetting system to slooot n11croscopic particles 
of molten thermoplastics that solidif) when hilling the part 
.. urface heing huilt. The ejector has ll\c-axis motion 10 

control the droplet stream. Becaus.: of this multi-axis 
construction. complex gc,imctries can be h11ilt. Further· 
more. it 1s neccss;iry lo "hoot rcct;m1rnl;ir to the surface 
hccause of the hiµh vclocil) ( ~.5·l0 mm s) of the droplets. 
A second head follows the .:jcctor to ensure a smooth 
surface. As in most Ah the part is huilt on a platform 
..., hich is lowered ;1frcr each la}Cr. I he pla,tic u'ed \\a' 
developed for this process and has a melting point of ahout 
I0~-1 ICr C'. lfa· final part can he sanded and drilled if 
necessar). Furthermore. the material i' 'uitahle for 
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investment casting processes. The build room of the 
machine i'> 25-4x203x 152 mm (figure 13). 

2.4.4 3-D printing 
3-D printing is a process developed at the 

M.issachusctts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Boston. 
USA. Whereas most AF first focused on plastic parts. 
3-0 printing is a process de\ clopeJ to directly produce 
metallic and ceramic parts. Simiiar to selectiw laser 
sintering of coaled powder. first a green part of a 
powder-binder mixture is built during the process. 
Figure 2.1-4 shows the basic steps of the principle. A roller 
system distributes powder spread over the surface of a bed 
of loose powder and the already buili part. The powder is 
selectively joined together by deposition of a liquid binder 
using a process similar to ink-je• printing. Alter lowering 
the platform the process cycle is repeated until the part is 
complete. The unbound powder serves as support structure. 
After heat treatment. the unbound powder is removed. To 
produce ceramic parts the powder bed c(lnsists of ceramics. 
such as alumina or zircon. An inorganic binder (generally 
silica) is used as binder. Firine of the dried shell fuses the 
silica to form a glass bond. Metallic powder can also be 
glued together by deposition of a suitable binder. Then the 
green part has to be debinded and sintered or infiltrated. 

A licence to commercialize the process for metal 
casting was granted to Soligen (Northridge. CA. USA). 
They call the process direct shell production casting 
(DSPC). The process is optimized to build ceramic 
in\'estment casting shells for molten metals (e.g. A356 
aluminium). The system focuses more on rapid tooling than 
on producing prototypes. Soft\\are is used to generate 
geomett)· data of a thin-walled investment casting shell and 
to build an STL file. The AF then builds the ceramic part 
as described for 3-D printing. but a multi-jet array is used. 
This creates ad\·antages in speed. The following firing 
process lasts approximately 5 to I 0 hours. depending on the 
wall thickness ar.d size. The build volume of the machine 
is 200x300x200 mm. Th;:- DSPC parts are somewhat less 
accurate than those produced h) stcreolithography. The 
surface finish of the cast parts is comparahlc to sand
casting and the st;iircase effect is mcmioned as being 
negligible in applications. Casting in aluminium. st;iinkss 
steel. cobal! chromium. zinc arid tin is possible. 

2.4.5 Multiphase jet solidification 
The Fraunhofer lnstitut fiir Produktionstec'1nik und 

Automatisierung (IPA) in Stullgart and the Fraunhofcr 
lnstilut flir Angewandtc Materialforschung ( IFAM) in 
Bremen. Ciem\any-. together developed a process called 
Mul!iphasc .let Solidification. In contrast to 3-D printinµ. 
the total mixture (powder-hinder-mixture) is deposited hy 
a controlled jct. 

The mixture is heated in a nrntcrial chamher 10 ;i 
temperature within a range of 70 lo I 00" C. dependent on 
the materials used. Materials similar lo powder injection 
mouldinµ arc used. At the tempcr;iture mentioned the 
mixtures have a suitahle \ iscosity for extrusion through a 
jct. Because of its hm •.urfoce tension the m;itcri;il can he 
dep11sitcd precisely ;md without contract ion.< ireen parts arc 
huill similar lo rhal of fused deposition modelling. 
Suhscqucntly. the green parts arc processed like a rnct;il 
injection moulded (MIM) part hy dchinding and sintering 
to linal density. The microstructure of the prototype~ is 
comparahlc to an MI M part. Shrinkage ha:, lo he taken into 
account. Paris have hcen produced in stainless steel ( .1161 ). 
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lilanium. alumina and silicon carbide. The process aims 10 
Jireclly pnxfuce me1a!lic pans and ceramic tools. Trials lo 
Jeposit metals with low mehing points from a liquid phase 
ha\·e also been carried oul. Recently. the first apparatus was 
ordered (figure 2.15). 

2.5. Contour cutting and adhering of sheets 
Glueing flat pieces together to create 3-D models is a 

method long u~d in an. architt.-ctureand other applications. 
The computer-aided automation of this process starred in 
lhe early I 94Xls. The basic principle of such machines 
i.wolves two main sleps. One is lo glue planar slices 
logelher. The second is to cut the shapes out of a planar 
piece. The most commo11ly used process is lamina:edobject 
manufacturing. 

2.5.1 Lamir.ated object manufacturing 
lklisys Inc. !Torrance.CA. USA). which •.·:as formerly 

Hydronetics. developed and commercialized the laminated 
objecl manufacturing process. The parent material is 
polye1hylene-coa1ed paper. which is available on a paper 
drum. The pans arc. as usual. buih on a lowering platform. 
'.'Jew paper is pulled mrer lhc platfonn. A heated roller 
moves over the surface of the paper. Hereby. the 
polyethy!ene fuses .md lhe paper is pressed and glued on 
lhe built block of paper. An x-y-controlled optic head 
focuses the laser beam of a CO: laser on lhe surface. TI1e 
borders of the slice are cut exact!} only on the top layer. 
After each layer. the exact z-••alue of the surface of the 
new layer is measured and tile platfonn is lowered. After
wards. lhe 3-D geometry file is sliced on the next layer and 
the infonnation is downloaded to control the laser beam for 
the next layer. This on-line slicing process is necessary to 
ensure accurate building because of a variation in the layer 
thickness of the paper. To supporl the removal of the 
excess material once the pans have been built. the exterior 
of the slice is hatched. At 1he end the parts are included in 
a rectangular block. T?1e surrounding material is cut into 
cubes (by the exterior hatches) and can be easily removed. 
But in the case of hollow details. the part has to be cut into 
several pieces to ensure the removal of the surrounding 
material and then has to be 1.dued together afterwards 
(figure 2. 16). - -

The machine is available in two si1,es. The LOM-1015 
h:is a working area of 250 x 370 x 360 mm and the larger 
one ( l.OM-2030) a working area of 560 x 810 x 5 IO mm. 
The prototypes have an uncanny resemblance to wood. One 
disadvantage is the tendency tn absorb moisture. A new 
plastic material for the 1.01\.1 process is expected at the 
!"Jcginning of 1996. Thi: m·w material is predicted to be 
stronger than the current paper material. will absorb les<; 
moisture and will swcil less. Technical values of the 
rnrrent ma!crial arc (KPR 109-tl: 

Uastic moduies (ASTM l>6J8): 
Braking elon!!alion (ASTM 1>638): 
Tensile strength ( ASTM 1>638): 
Melting 1er.1pcrarure of the poly· 

elh} lene: 

J92 N1mm: 
8~i> 

J.J N mm: 

,, ... (' 
2.5.2 R:tpid prototyping system 
A ~}slem vi:r} ~imilar 10 I.OM \\as pre~cntt•d h} 

K 111ergy I'll' . I.Id. I Singapore>. The system is availarle in 
l\\O ~il'.c .. ( .JOOx HI0\]50 mm and I 20ll\900x700 mm). The 
..:ulting tool I'> a~ain a C'O. la .. i:r \\iCh a Cartesian rohol to 
r;wve cite la .. er lieam. I he m.11enal i~ .. light I} harder than 
1ha1 of lhc lkl~'i' '}'Cem I figure 2 171 

-·-------------

2.5.3 Selective adhesive and hot press pro
cess 

Kira Corporation Ltd. (Tomiyoshi Shinden. Japan) has 
also commercialized a process with the main steps being 
the cutting and glueing of paper. In contrast to LOM. the 
paper is not coatc!d prier to the process_ Resin powder. i.e. 
toner. is selectively printed on a piece of paper by a 
Xerography printer. Then the sheet is aligned on a press 
table. The toner faces -Jownwards to the press table. The 
already built block (target block) is moved with !he printed 
sheet to a hot plate located above them with high pressure. 
The toner is melted bv the heat and the sheet is 11,lued to 
the block. In this way: only the desired an::is. adhe~ to the 
block. After thi~. the borders of the areas are mechanically 
cut around. TI1is process cycle is repeated until the object 
is finished. Belause the: paper is only selectively glued 
together. the surrounding material consists of loc.>e pieces 
of paper. which are easier to remove than total blocks. A 
problem could be the control of sharp borders and having 
a good adhesion. The buiid room of the machine is 400 x 
280 x 300 mm and the objects closely resemble wooden 
parts. The tensile strength of the composite materiai is 
claimed to be 6.5 kgfi'mm= and the bending strength in a 
range from 4 to 5.5 :.:gflm;u=. The material is similar to 
wood and ran .:asily be polished by sandpaper_ 

2.5.4 LaserCAMM 
~. semi-aut:m1ated process is LaserC A~~M of Scale 

Models Unlimited (Menlo Park. CA. USA). The system 
was originally designed for architecture. Two-dimensiunal 
patterns aie cut from a sheet by a high-power laser. The 
sheet material may be paper, wood, plastic. rubber. compo
sites. etc. The 2-D patterns are manually assembled (glued 
together). It is possible to align the laye!"S by using 
indexing pins and registration holes. The LaserCAMM 
sy:>tem uses a CO: laser and the material thickness ranges 
from 0.03 mm to 25 mm. 

2.5.5 Spane AB 
A further semi-automated process is Spane AB. 

developed by a company with the same name from 
Gothenburg in Sweden. As an alternative to the above
mentioned processes, precoated (with wax paper) poly
styrene films are first cul anJ then glued together. The 
borders are cut by a heating electrode instead of a laser. 
The cut parts are assembled and gluec! together by the 
operator and the surroundin1; polystyrene of the defined 
areas is removed manually. The rest is used to build the 
part by 1•lacing and assembling it in the object builder. The 
layers arc fixed by use of preprocessed assembling holes 
and pressed with a hot plate. Then the wax coating is also 
removed and the next cycle can begin. The system is very 
cheap but needs a lot of manual work. Production of the 
system has ceased. 

2.5.6 High-pressure water jet cutting 
Similar to l.aserC AMM. a high-pressure water jet can 

also be used to cut planar slices. In co.1trast to a laser. the 
water jct i~ more suitable for cutting stone, glass or other 
materials. Figure 2.1 M shows parts cut by a fivc·axi~; high
pre~sure water jct cutting machine. All systems mentioned 
use one slice to create one layer. which causes the staircase 
effect. Some experiments ill the Fraunhofcr lnst!tut 11lr 
l'roduktionstechnik L>nd Au1omi1lisicn.11g were carried .mt 
to control the water jct by use of the cross-section of the 
rop surface and the hottom .. urfacc of every slice. In this 
wa~. the top 'urface of a slice has the same contour <1s the 

"">!<' 7 
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bottom surface of the following slice. This avoids the 
staircase effect. To control the jet. it is necessary to have 
a parametric description of the contours. An automated 
slice algorithm for thic; purpose is not yet cJ veloped and 
requires a lot of resea:-ch. 

3. Data processing for additive fabricato;s 
A rough description of data preparation for AFs was 

given in section 2.1. In detail. the process is more complex 
and influences the final quality of the parts. Beginning with 
the designed object m a special C/.D system or des·~n 
system. an unambiguous 3-D geometry description is neces
sary for the slicing process. Therefore. the res1.d of the 
design process must be a solid model or a closed surface 
dt"·cription. Using a surface description. the designt:r has to 
be more careful to trim the faces. Badly trimr.ted or 
missing faces will cause errors in manufacturing. As usual. 
the objecl is not directly sliced in the CAD system. Often 
data exchange to a service bure.m is nt>cessary. where- the 
geometry is sliced and the data are prepared for the specifir. 
AF. The different fi(e formats used in rapid prototyping 
can be divided into three categories. 

I. Neutral exr.hange fonnat for CAD: 
2. Faceted formats for rapid prototyping; 
3. Slice formats. 
There are different possibilities in RP to exchar.ge and 

convert data from the part desigr.ed in a C AaJ system. to 
the NC code for the manufact!.iring machine. All com
mercial RP systems build parts layer by layer. Therefore. 
all known r.nchines use infonnation about slices (2-D) of 
the part to generate NC code. The different ways of 
exchange and conversion are shown in figure 3.1. It has to 
be considered that often a support construction must be 
created. which is not shown in the figure. 

3. 1 Neutral exchange f< rmats 
Usually, the exchange of geometry data is done via 

neutral data models. Pie probl-:ms of information loss with 
this fc"mat are well known in CAD. Therefore. only the 
most commonly used models are listed. with some infonr.a
tion about their content. It sh::>uid b\! mentioned that ;he 
developmer..s to STEP aim at a world-wide standard model 
for the exchange and storage of product relevant data. 
There are many activities concerning the use of STEP in 
RP. which are not mentioned in this article. 

IGES: (Initial Graphics Exchango.. Specification). 
USA. ANSI Y 14.26 M: 
2-D/3-D lin". surface and solid models 
(CSG). finite elrment methods. schem;;ta. 
technical draftings 

VDA-IS (Verband der Automob11industrie - IGES 
Subset). Germany. subset of IGES HJ: 
Draftings. frcrform surfaces 

SET: (Standard d 'Echangc ct de Transfer). 1·rance. 
AFNOR-Pmposal Z68-300: 
2-D/J-D line. surfa,·e and solid models. 
process data. technical draflings 

VDA-FS: (Vcrband der Automobilindu~iric Flachen
schnillslcllc). Germany. DIN V 6630 I: 
Frccform curves anJ surfaces. and topology 

DXF: (Data dLhang· Foru:1t ). format devclnped 
for AuloCA[): Draftings 

STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product Model 
Data). International. ISO/TC' I 841SC4/WG I: 
2-D/3-D geC1metry models. process and manufac
turing information. etc. 

In rapid prototyping the above formats are mostly used 
•1nly for the exchange of the geometry data between CAD 
systems. The faceted format is mostly computed in a CAD 
system, although there are software tools availablt to 
convert !he above formats to STL. Even STEP to STL 
converters are offered. In the past, only some companies 
were able to develop slice tools. because the syntax of the 
special slice format was available only for some selected 
partners. Therefore, direct slice interfaces were only 
available between some selected CAD systems and special 
AFs. Because some important AF vendors published the 
definition and descriptior. of their slice formats. direct slice 
interfaces of CAD systems became even more important. 
3enefits will be t:xplained l011t~r. Slicing cf neutral formats 
is sometimes also carried out. 

3.2 Faceted formats for rapid prototvPfng 
The STL became a de facto standard for 3-D" geometry 

data in rapid prototyping. It is a very simple format. but 
has greatly simplified developments in rapid prototyping 
The STL file allo.vs the representation of triangles and 
their normals. The triangles must represent a closed surface 
(solid) of the object. The normals must aim at the exterior 
side. There is a binary and an ASCII version of the format. 
A similar format ·Nas developed b; Cubital Lt<l anci named 
Cubital Facet List (CFL). It has ~ome benefits concerning 
storage and syntax. but is not widely used. Most 3-D CAD 
systems offer STL interfai:es But no interface always 
prO<iuces correct STL files. although the quality is 
increasing. Software tools to verify <md prepare STL files 
are on the marf<:et. Errors like wrong normals or small 
holes can be corrected automatically. If there are missing 
facets, an interactive process with the designer is necessary. 
To produce STL files, two parameters can be selected 
which influence the resolution of the triangulation process. 
The higher the resolution, the more triangles are produced 
anct more storage place is necessary. The quantity and 
speed of processed data in the computer industry has 
increased greatly. so it is possible to work with much more 
information at the same time than some years ago. There
fore the highest possible resolution is often selected. 
Nevertheless. the accuracy o' the AF part can be limited b~ 
lhis triangulation process in applications. 

3.3 Sl!cing and slice formats 
In contrast to the 3-D representation. no common 

~tandJrd slice form<tt exists. Nearly every vendor uses their 
own slice format. e.g. SU. SLC. CLI. HPGL. The content 
of these different slice formats varies from pure geometric 
information to machine-specific data. One benefit of If PGL 
data is that more geometry primitives. such as circles and 
arcs. are defined and most CAD systems include llPGL 
interfaces for drafting of cross-sections. The other formats 
arc better fitted to the requirements of r' : actual AFs. 
Addition:.il to llPGL. a common format for plotters. 
vendors of A;:s started to publish their slire formats. 
31> Sysicms published the SLC format. and the CU format 
was developed in a European project and also published. 
Wirhout going into 1!1e details of these formats. they were 
first developed to contain information necessary in 
stcrcolithography ,ind ~elective laser sintering. although 
!hey arc said to fit :o other processes. 
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Slices are the lowest common denominator a."!long RP 
'i)'-Stems. For several reasons the users· requests for a 
neutral slice format is increa.;ing. The choice betwee11 
different RP system:; in product development enlarges. 
Users waDt to apply the same software for different RP 
systems as they prefer direct slice. Some benefits of a de 
facto slice format are: 

- Software developers have free access to tl.e syntax. 
The free access simplifies the development of soft
ware tools to improve data handling. For users, the 
choice between the different software tor's would 
increase; 

- CAD wndors are more willing to develop a slice 
interface if there is one common format; 

- In medical applications the output of tomographs is 
slice information. A common direct link to nearly 
all RP systems would be available: 

- Corrections of errors in the geometry description are 
easier to make in some cases; 

- In developing new RP systems. there is no need to 
develop an individual slicer. 

Admittedly. there are a lot of applications where the 
use of slice information has disadvantages. It is impractical 
to exchange geometric information for LOM. because the 
slice thickness varies on-line during the process. Further
more, there are disadvantages in manipulating the part, e.g. 
rotating of sliced pans. But once again, it should not 
replace a facet format. but supplement it. The decision of 
which one to use for different applications is the task of the 
users. 

A further important task in data processing is the 
slicing met'1od itself. In general. direct slicing of CAD data 
and slicing of facet fom1ats are the alternatives. The 
opini.:>ns on direct slicing and on slicing of facets break up 
in a wide range. dependent on experience. habits and 
s!rategic aims. from a mathematical point of view. there is 
no difference. Accuracy depends on the quality of the 
software and not on the choice. The mathematical expen
diture to compute a facet format and slice it afterwards 
is in general equal to direct slicing. Practically. there are 
a lot of differences in quality. ergonomics. time and costs 
dependent on the available software and on the special 
application. The users should be able to decide themselves. 
In fact. the users mostly do not have the choice. because 
there is a lack of a de facto slice standard and consequently 
a lack of software tr,ols to support direct slicing. 

It is a very seldom mentioned fact that simple slicing 
routines involve failures which directly cause inaccurate 
parts. The reason is shown in figure 3.2. Subject (a) illus
trates a detail of a part. lJuring the slice process, parallel 
cross-sections are computd. The intersections of these 
parallel planes with the surface of the object result in the 
borders of the slices. Parts are commonly built '.'y using the 
cross-section as information for the top surface of one 
layer. Therefore. the slice process begins one layer thick
ness higher than the bottom of the object. In first approxi
mation. the object is built as shown in subject (b). It should 
hi: recognized that the object is huii1 with oversize and 
undersizc dependent on layer thicknc~,s and the surface 
orientation. lhually AF ohjccts arc surface-finished to 
reduce the staircase effect after fabrication Regarding sub
jccl lh). there arc regions built with undersizc. Surface 
treatment of these rebions will cause more inaccuracy. For 
some prm:c-;scs like stcrcolirhography and SLS one has to 
consider rhe o-.ercurc (suhjecl (b)) and the energy beam 
profile. 

New slicing tools are on the market which enable the 
correction of the contours dependent on application and 
surface treatment of the object. The magnitude and direc
tion of the deviation can be controlled by several para
meters. Three standard corrections are shown in figure 3.2. 
Subject ( d) demonstrates a correction so that the object is 
built so there is no oversize at any location. The parameters 
should be selected to produce as shown in (e), if it is 
planned to smooth the surface. Subject (f) shows a correc
tion if'I order to produce with highest accuracy. 

;.igure 3.3 shows a software tool developed at IPA 
offering these possibilities. A chessman (rook or castle), 
including a second (pawn), is presented as an STL file with 
low resolution. The grey regions in the slice window show 
one slice without correction. The presented cross-section is 
computed a iittle under the top of the front door of the 
rook. The b•ack lines represent the corrected borders. The 
correction parameters have been selected in order to 
produce with a high accuracy (subject (e)). Therefore 
borders at the door arch have been corrected to the interior 
side and the border of the pawn to the exterior side. 

Since cornction is only possible directly after the 
slicing process, it canilot be done after storing the slice 
information in a commonly used slice fonnat. The 
necessar1 information would be lost. Dr. Andre Dc•lenc of 
the University of Helsinki, Finland, initiated action to 
include the necessary information in exchange formats for 
this purpose. A slice fonnat is used, which was pre
developed in a European project and published with the 
term Layer Exchange ASCII Format (LEAF). The format 
was enlarged and defined to fit almost all AFs and include 
these correction possibilities. It is not planned to share 
LEAF as standard. Rather, it should be considered as a 
(easy to change) learning aid to gain experience on how a 
slice format should look. 

3.4 Supoort generation 
Most AFs neeasupport structures. One l ·~sibility is to 

design the support structure in the CAD system. However. 
this process is time-consuming and a lot of pracfr:al 
experience is necessary. A better alternative would be soft
ware tools to automatically create the supports. Tools are 
available in different qualities and contents. Both support 
generation based on STL files and on slice files is possible. 
Vendors of excellent slice software are, for example, Solid 
Concepts. Inc., CA, USA, and Materialize NV, Heverlee, 
Belgium. 

4. Comparison of additive fabricators 

4.1 System assessment 
Studies on accuracy. system costs. maintenance costs, 

training duration, capacity and time were undertaken by 
large companies or in national and international projects. 
Many of the results of these studies have been published. 
Important benchmarks are: 

I. Eastman Kodak Benchmark Study (Put92]; 
2. CARP Benchmark, University of Leeds (Chi94); 
3. Bench;narkingofRP Systems. Clemson University 

(Jay94); 
4. Chrysler benchmark comparison (SLD94); 
5. Intelligent Manufacturing Systemr. (IMS)- --:\ 

Worl<l-widc Assessment of n•pid prototyping 
Technologies [RPR0994 ). 

It is nor intended to list the results here. Some ~tudies 
haw hecn compared and examined [Lai95) and some com-
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ments should be given. The different studies ;;re based on 
different assumptions. part geometries. measurement proce
dures and some tenns are interpreted difierently. Mostly. 
only linear dimensions were measured. Form tolerances. 
e.g. flatness. circularity. par.dlelism. were seldom taken 
into account. However. the layer based building principle 
of AF affects more form errors (geometric tolerances) than 
conventional machined or h•med pans. In addition to 
accuracy. repeatability is an imponant issue and should be 
treated Sc!parately. This is not always done. Systematical 
errors. which can be corrected by soft- and hardware. have 
to be separated from statistical errors as well. Furthermore. 
one should consider that the knowledge of the o~rator and 
the condition of the actual machines reflect the quality of 
the pans It is usual to adjust a machine if an important 
benchmark is planned. The results are for that reason not 
necessarily typical for machines running the entire day at 
service bureaux. 

Some build defects are characteristic for AFs. These 
defects are termed by curl and warpage. Unfortunately. 
there is only a common knowledge of th~ defects, but no 
clear definition for those temts. which could be a base for 
comparable measurements. 

More critical are comparisons of maintenance costs. 
training duration and time. A lot of comparisons have been 
done using only one or two parts. To assess the results. one 
has to look critically at the actual prevailing conditions of 
the tests. This will explain comparisons of manufacturing 
time. First, it should be guaranteed that all parts have been 
built with the same layer thickness. The manufacturing of 
the support s!ructure for s~cial parts and AFs needs nearly 
as much time as the part itself. Some AFs do not need 
support structure at all. The time for exposing one layer is 
with LOM a function of the border length. with SLA and 
SLS a function of the area of a slice. and with SGC inde
pendent of the slice. Regarding this. the actual geometry 
influences to a large extent the result of the comparisons. 
Without insinuating a purpose, it is easy to shift the result 
to desired direction with some understanding of tt.e dif
ferent processes. 

Nevertheless. the benchmarks arc very helpful. if 
investments in systems arc planned. But most users do not 
instal their own machines. they get their parts from service 
bureaux. For these. only time. cost. quality and the proper
ties of the prototypes are important. 

4.2 System selection 
More useful than discussions on which system is the 

best arc methods on how to find the most suitable process 
for the actual prolotype required in the actual phase of 
product development in an industrial application. Method-; 
and tools to help the staff in the product development 
department to select the processes will come on the market 
soon. The basis of these methods is to find a rcla1ionship 
between the processes and properties of the prototypes. 

A modified version of the "House of Quality·· i .. one 
method to select prototype manufacturinµ processes on the 
basis of product features. These arc correlated wirh 
Jiffercnt tc..:hnolo!?ics and the most suitahlc tcchnologj 
1echnolog1es for the ~pcc1fic problem to he selecred. The 
basic steps in this proccd1m: arc: 

I. First of all the reh:\anl producr fcarures arc 
recorded. The preferred direction of m::a,urahle 
feature~ is entered as a '~ mhnl. l.irnil value~ for 
measurable fcarurc' an: ;1!'0 t•nrcrcd 

f'a>:'' ff) 

2. The importance of the feature in the pMtoty~ 
required at the curr~nt stage of development 
is defined and entered in the form of a weight
ing. 

3. The possible prototype manufactl!ring processes 
are selected. Then the evaluation matrix is tilled 
in. In the earlier stages. the values are based on 
low experience. Results with subsequent use of the 
prototypes for decision-making must be integrated 
in the evaluation matrix. With this quality control 
loop a dynamic reference matrix adapted to the 
company is created with ,·alues which can be 
entered directly in the appropriate RP Process 
Selection House. It is important to consider limit 
requirements (KO criterion). 

4. The evaluations in the matrix are multiplied by the 
feature-weighting and the individual values for 
eac~ process are added. 

5. As a further refinement the limiting conditions 
are entered. These include anticipated costs and 
time until the prototype is available. By marking 
the processes to which lhe user would give 
priority on the basis of his experience. empirical 
knowledge can also be incorporated into the 
naluation. 

6. In the roof of the house the product features are 
ex<>mined in pairs to determine their influence on 
each other (negative. neutral. positive). In this way 
it is pos.o;ible to identify· where small modifications 
in the process selection might have a major impact 
on the prototype quality (figure 4.1 ). 

7. Once th~ house has been filled. the optimum 
solution can be sought. llowe\·er. the possibility of 
combining prototypes made in different ways to 
achieve the same quality features should also be 
considered. 

Like the .. House of Quality·· extra rooms can be added to 
this houo;e as well. One example is casting processes to 
improve the prototy(Y.! quality. Through adaptation of the 
house to the specific products in a company and its use for 
product planning. the optimum technologies for manufac
turing of prototypes and the most suitable suppliers can be 
chosen. By avoiding the manufacturing of expensive proto
types, which pro\ide little infomtation. costs can be 
reduced and the product development time can be 
shortened. 

5. Using rapid prototyping for manifolds 
As mentioned. the choice of material'> applicable: by 

AF is limited. Although new and better materials arc undt'r 
development. there is a great need for materials similar or 
equal to those used in mass-production of rhc actual pro
duct. To achieve these aims. AF parts arc used as master 
pallems for pouring techniques. Dependent on the material. 
geometry. required quality and number of manifolds. 
several pouring techniques. e.g. vacuum casting. sand 
ca~ting. centrifugal casting. metal sprayin!! process. plaster 
mouldini.; and investment casring arc used. The general 
principles of these technique~; arc well known. For most 
processes ir is insigniticanr wherhcr rhe master pattern Y.as 
:iuilt with an AF technology or not. To give an impression. 
figure 5.1 shows a general process cycle of manual vacuum 
casring. J-irsr. the AF master pallcm is fixed in a box. Then 
the box is half filled with plasticine. Afler rhc plasricine is 
<,olidificd the re<,I of the box i' tilled from the top Y.ilh 
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silicon (b). By turning tt:e box. remo\·ing the plasticine and 
a li.Jrther casting of silicon. a mC'uld surrounds the AF part. 
Alier that. the silicon has lo be cut in two or more pieces. 
Runner and riser outgate are drilled and the mould is 
finished_ A silicon mould can be used for casting in a wide 
range of ditlerent plastics up to .30--10 manifolds depending 
on the geomeu·~· of the pattern. To a\oid air bubbles. the 
process is Jone under vacuum. Cast resins are available as 
one c.r more component systems in all colcurs and a wide 
range of physical properties. The notations of the materials 
are given by the \·endors and are mostly meaningless_ 
Product oven•iews with physical properties. e.g. colour pot 
life. hardness. etc .. are published by most vendors. Service 
bureaux generally specialize in a riumber of materials. Due 
to the materials· properties. the use of manifolds for func
tional testing is less limited than with AF parts. Further
more. there is otien a need for more than one protot!·pe. 

Mould$ produced by metal spraying allow the casting 
of up to 1.000 manifolds. The patterns are first metallic 
coated by use of a metal spraying pistol and then back
filled_ After removing the pattern a mould with a metallic 
coating exists. The process is expensive and more limited 
in geometry than vacuum casting. The elasticity of the 
\acuum casting moulds enables the handling of undercuts. 

Other casting technologies are often U'>Cd for metallic 
manifolds. Wiih the exception of investment casting. the 
technical process need not be changed for rapid proto
typing. More Wvi-k has been. and still has to be done to fit 
the course of the casting process into the requirements of 
rapid prototyping. Organization and lcgislic optimi7.alions 
were necessary 10 salistY the request for fast prototypes. 

For ir.vestment casting. both AF wndors and foundries 
had to change or impro\·e their proces->(!s_ Traditionally. 
wax patterns made by injection moulding are used for 
ill\estmenl casting. As some AFs are able 10 produce wax 
parts. they can be used direct!~ for investment casting. 
Unfortunately. wax is difficult to process with AF and the 
accuracy is not as good as rhal of other materials. There
fore. com•cntional in\estment casting m••~t be modified to 
suit AF patterns. The effort of this modification depends on 
the thermal propcoties of the materials. Thermoplastics can 
be meited out of the ceramic shells by heating. Different 
waxes. polycarbonah.:s and polyolcfine Af pa!"!s ha\·c been 
1h..:d successfully. Foundr:es haH: learned 10 handle these 
materials. Other materials arc not well suited for invesl
mcnl castin!_!. Pholosensili\e resms. used ir. s1creoli1ho
graphy. have to b..: burned out nf the shell hy high furnace 
1cmpcra1ures. Further problems arc a high ash content and 
the possibility rhal the part~ crack the shell. caused by the 
posili\e expansion coefticienl. New building styles for 
stereolithograph} haw been developed lo solve these prob
lems. The process is controlled in o;uch;, \\ay 1ha1 the pro
lol~pe' arc nuhtly hollow. The internal structure i.o; made 
up by a lallice construc1i,m 10 ensure a 'ilahlc part. Ncvcr-
1hclc'.''· this construction alhm' the part lo collapse into 
ilsl'.~- rather rhan expand oul\\ard and cr.1ck rhe casting 
•;hell. C >ne prohlcm i., 10 drain all the uncured mah:rial out 
of the part a lier remO\ ing rh..: \al part l indrained material 
ma} J;uuag..: the 111vcs1men1 Cii\ling -;hell. The cons1mc1ions 
11f the mrenor lallicc an: c\en more op1imi1cd. The experi
ence of foundrie-; in hurning 0111 rhis material i' incr•.:asing. 

rile disathanlilgc of rhi' technique io; the ncce~•ity for 
a pro1111yp1.· for each maniliild. The: huild-timc and cosh of 
rhe A I part-; arc .111110'1 lirwar to the numhcr of rro101ypc,. 
l>irt·c1 pallcrn cr..:arion i.., certain I~ the fa,!e'if and chearc .. r 
\\ ay lo 1. r.:;11l· .1 '111glc in\ e'rmcnt p.111ern 

lm1es1ment casting using traditional wax patterns yields 
successful parts for only about 85 per cent of the time. The 
success rate using AF patterns is lower. The number of 
foundries with experience in AF patterns is still low and 
only· a few hne experience with patterns of al: 
technologies. Since most foundries are specialized in 
casting only certain metals. it is difficult to find one for the 
righ1 combination of material and AF technology. A good 
alternative is the use of Al-" prototypes to produce die<> for 
the manufa\:ture of conventional wa.'{ patterns. It has been 
found that this process with one further step is cheaper and 
faster if more than three to five patterns are necessary 
(Mul95). Materials used for the dies :are silicon rubber. 
epoxy or spray metal. depending on qua!ity. time and 
costs. 

When using AF parts as a master for casting processes. 
shrinkage has lo be taken into account_ The AF master 
patterns hav·e to be scaled. It is important that shrinkage is 
not homogeneous. Therefore. different areas of the parts 
require different scaling. Software tools to compute and 
simulate shrinkage are on market In application, the 
special knowledge of foundries on materials behaviour is 
often the key to achieving good manifolds_ 

6. Rapid product development 
The integration of AFs and casting technologies in 

industrial production processes plays a dominant role in the 
success of the!:e techniques. Consideration must be given to 
the system costs. speed. materials available and accuracy. 
The success and acceptance of rapid prototyping systems 
depends mainly on an optimized integration of AF systems 
into existing production processes. Because of the limited 
possibilities of actual AF parts and manifolds. these 
technologies can only be one-although important-part. 
among conventional techniques in a process cycle for the 
rapid development of products. Figure 6.1 gives an 
overview of the steps used in rapid product development. 
These illustrated technologies and :echniques are pan of 
fast loops. where product specification and modification. 
prototyping and evaluation have to be organized in fast 
iterations. a simultaneous and successive sequence of 
processes with optimized logistic. 

In this proc-c-o;o; cycle an automatic data exchange 
between different systems (e.g. design system. computer 
tomography. CAD/CAM) is important. In particular. the 
application of methods for quality assurance is of great 
significance. In indusll) a large number of different 
systems are installed with varying degrees of automation 
depending on si7.e. assortment of products and organi7.a
lion. Therefore an information network with less redun
dant data between the different systems should be imple
mented. 

In ad1liti,m 10 these technologies. new methods of 
organization. cooperation and teamwork are being tested in 
industry and developed al research in~litulcs. However. the 
u-.c of inn<1va1ive lcchnologie~ 1.:.:rtainly doe~ nol guarantee 
rhc rapid de\·elopmcnr of innovative products. The decisive 
factor is the nexible USC of a \\ idc variety of technologies 
adapted lo the curreor situation in product development. In 
rhe following. some technologies and techniques with 
increasing significance for product dcv.-lopmenl arc listed 
and commented on. in order lo ;1mplify previous informa
lion. II should he considered that(' Al>. design systems and 
virtual rcaliry arc tools for product specification ;s,, well as 
!ooh In gen..:rarc virtual prololypes for prC'senlation. 
alhcrtising and mnulation. 

f'ai.:c 11 
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Compuler A.itkd lksign (C.40) 
The number and quality of tools included in CAD is 
steadily increasing. Small and medium-sized companies 
ar~ using mere 3-D CAD systems. Although the 
possibilities of representing 3-D geometrics increase. 
the bulk of the effons arc: to improve presenta
tion techniques. such as rendering and animation and 
the integration of tools for manufacturing or simula
tion. 

Design S)"Slems 
The design of CAD systems is geared to the notations 
and methods of engineers, aldtough the methods of 
industrial engineers often differ. Design systems have 
therefore been developed to offer computer tools suited 
to industrial designers. They offer more freedom for 
creati\'ity and are commonly based on sketches. The 
design systems on the market offer improved 
possibilities to visualize transparency, reflections. 
shadows and textures. Tools included for animation are 
used even more for advertising in early phases of 
product development. 

Virtual reality 
With increasing performance of computers. virtual 
reality can be used more and more to repre'iC11t pro
ducts and shapes. It enables realistic representation and 
the handling of large, complex products. Leading insti
tutes and service bureaux offer realistic simulations of 
products b3scd on 3-D CAD data. 

Computer tomography 
Computer tomography is a widespread tool in 
medicine. In rapid prototyping it is used more and 
more to determine anatomy and generate 3-D models 
of bone structures. 

Rt.'Verse engineering 
Tactile or optical 3-D digitizing is a tool to obtain 
geometric data of the surface of an object. More or 
less automated software is on the market to compute 
CAD data from the measured points. 

"/. Business situation 
The primary aim of introducing rapid prototyping 

technologies is to improve product development. Invest
ments arc made when new technologies offer possibilities 
to reduce the lead-time to market. to improve quality and 
save money. One problem of Afs is their high level of 
innovation. If a new milling comes onto the market which 
is twice as fast as the one used before. it is easy to 
compute amortization time. The decision for investment 
can be done on an exact calculation. The risk and respon
sihiliiy of the decision maker is comparatively low. The 
risk in taking a decision to invest in innovative technolo
gies is higher when less experience with comparable 
technologies exists. At the beginning of rapid prototyping 
a lot of arguments for these techniques \H:r~ published 
which sec:med logical and promising. Nevertheless, invest
ment was only seldom done, because no experience and 
r1lculation of amortization was available. In lhe meantime. 
some companies( mostly automorivc)published information 
about estimations of time-saving and costs wirh rapid 
prolotyping. The often·heard question .. Arc there real 
bcnefils in using rapid protolyping?" changed to qucsrions 
such as: 

• I~ rapid prorotyping suirahlc for our products? 

Paf{t' 11 

- What AF and casting technologies fit into our 
product line and our product development? 

- Is it better to invest into own machines or should I 
use service bureaax? 

- What should be considered if we want to use rapid 
prototyping? 

- What is the fastest way to produce prototypes with 
similar p!opcrties to the final product? 
What is the fastest way to produce tools? 

As mentioned at the begir.ning of this article. rapid 
pr\Jlot)-ping changed in just a few years from first labora
lory systems to widely used technologies. Nevertheless. the 
use is no guarantee for a successful product developmer.t. 
The situation is well described with the followin., formula: 

Rapid prototyping ca• ddinr tnmHdous benefits 
for a lot of products. bat oaly if tk overall 
basiHSS plan is good-
More and more companies understand the benefits and 

limits of rapid prototyping. The number of service bureaux 
is rapidly increasing and existing service bureaux have 
expanded their operations. Figure 7. I gives an overview of 
the sales of machines. Wohlers [Woh95] e;timates tlwt the 
re\;enue from product sales and services grew by about 
100 per cent in 1994. making rapid prototyping an esti
mated $198 million industry. 

About 80 per cent of the sales have been made by 
USA system manufacturers. Japan follows (about 13 per 
cent) and then Europe. Most system developments are done 
in the USA. The vendors first satisfy the m.irkct in their 
own country before expanding to other countries. Because 
of this situation, most new system.> and improvements arc 
on the market in the USA first. Applications in rapid 
prototyping came to Europe with a delay of six months to 
a year. Benefits in product development through early 
access to new technologies are enormous and it would be 
daring to estimate how a time lead in rapid prototyping 
applicarions influences international competition. But 
looking at the present global markets. and the associated 
competition. one should not ignore this effect. In product 
development especially, a technology lead can decide who 
is able to offer new, high-quality products first on the 
market, and who will have the highest share of the profit. 

This contention is supported by the fact that a lot of 
European companies obtain their prototypes from service 
bureaux in the US. Furthermore, the patent situation is of 
interest because it can be considered as an indicator for 
development activities. The patent law and the period of 
time until a patent application is published is differenl in 
different countries. Nevertheless. a comparison between lhe 
number of pub:ished patent applications and machines sold 
by some stereolithography vendors (figure 7.2) is of 
interest. 

Over 80 per cent of the patents art US parents. To 
assess this data it should be considered that rhe average 
time between patent application and patent specification is 
2.5 years in the USA and 4.5 years in Germany, and often 
longer in the rest of Europe. Some US patenrs are in rhe 
assessment phase in Europe. In a paten! research at IPA 
(Gal94). 329 paten! applicarions were found. Of these. 146 
applications came from the USA. 97 from Japan. 67 from 
rhe EC and IQ from Israel. 

8. Sources for further Information 
I J5cful lools for obtain in~ further infonnalion arc 

hooks. lhc World Wide Well and intemalional events on 
rapid prolotyping. Proceedings of rhe following ,.vents arc 
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good. but time-consuming. sources. fhe~ give an excellent 
lwer•iew on acti\·ities going on in research institutes and in 
inJust~. A \'er} fast a.r1d cheap wa~ is the use of the 
Internet. In adJition. there are some books listed ~low 
which give a good ovei" iew on rapiJ prototyping and ofter 
Sc!n-c~d as a source for this article. 

International events 

International Cont~rence on Rapid Protoryping 
Contact: Theresa Eohlander. Progra:n Administrator. 
Management Development Center. University of 
Da~ton. 20 Anderson Hall. 300 College Park. Da~ton. 
Ohio -15-169. USA 

Asia.'Pacific Conference on RapiJ Product Develop
ment 
Contact: Maria Richmond. Coilference Officer. 
Queensland Manufacturing Institute. P.O. Box -1012. 
Eight Mile Plains. Queensland. -1113 Australia 

Rapid Prototyping in Medicine and Computer Assisted 
Surge11· 
Contact: Prof Willi Kalendar. University of 
Erlange:n-Niirnberg. Institute for Medical Ph~•sics. 
Krankenhausstrasse 12. D-9195-1 Erlangen. Gennany 

Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) Symposium 
Contact: Harris L. Marcus. Mechanical Engineering 
Department. University of Texas at Austin. Austin. 
Texas 87712-1063. USA 

European Conferenceon Rapid Prototyping and Manu
fa:;:iuring 
Contact: Donna Borrill. Department of Manufacturing 
Engineering and Operations Management. lJniv·ersity 
of Nottingham. Uni•:ersity Park. Nottingham NG7 
2RD. UK 

International Conference on Rapid Product Develop
ment 
Contact: Dr. Wilhelm Ste!:'.- .. Fraunhoter lnstitut ftir 
ProJuktionstechnik und Aulomatisierung (IPA). 
Nohdstrasse 12. 70569 S1111tgan. Germany 

Fundamentals of Rapid Prototyping and Applications 
in Manufacturing. and 
SME Rapid Prolotyping and Manufacturing 
Contact: Lorie llastie. Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers. One SME Dri\.e. P.O. Box '>30. Dearborn. 
Michigan ..J8 I 21-09]0. l!SA 

Rapid Protot}ping in Medicine 
Contact: Roger llirons. Center for Continuing 
Education. Colkge of Engineering and Applied 
Science. IJni\ersity of Wi~consin. 1>29 Nonh Sixlh 
Street. Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53203. I :SA 

PATT-TECll 
Contact: DANSFI International. Inc .. Fukide Building. 
Numher 2 . ..J-1-:! I Toranomon. Minato-ku. Tokyo 105. 
Japan 

Scandinavian Rapid l'rotot)ping Conference 
Contact: Erika Jahlanowc. l\'I. ,\rgongatan JO. S-..JJ I 
5 'i Molndal. Sweden 

World Wide Web 
The World Wide Web {WWW) is an international net

work of computers based on the Internet. In the past rhe 
Internet was mainly us~ by scientists. but recently more 
and more companies have access to WWW. A great 
number of univers!ties are connected b\ this network. It 
contains an increasing number of doCuments on rapid 
protot~ping. The different documents are often linked by 
hypertext. This allows one to find documen!s easily without 
L:nowing the exact address of the host. It is only necessary 
to know a f<"w hosts and an endless rescarcn can be staned 
by only clicking on highlighted words or phrases. The 
system links itself to the special host address. where the 
linked document is stored. It is only necessary to wait some 
minutes if the li:tked host is on the other side of the world. 
If there is no direct access to WWW. difterent companies 
offer services. however not free of charge. Some important 
add~ at universitie~ are: 

http:.: www .eng.clemson.edufdmgtiderp!iderp I .html 
-Clemson University Product Realization LaboratCX)· 
J,ttp :/ 'www .cranfield.ac .uk.'aero/:-apid!rapid _prot.htm I 
-Cranfield University 
http: ··www.sffoffice.me.utexas.edu-University of 
Texas at Austin 
http: '.1web.mit.edu!afs'athena·org/t/tdp!www/home.ht 
ml-Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
http: · wv.-w .udri.udayton.edu-llniversity of Dayton 
http:· 'atlas.edrc.cmu.edu:9999/acorn1 acorn _proto
typing.html-Carnegie Mellon University 
http: .. www.arc.ab.ca-Alberta Research Council 
http::/www .cs.hut.fr' - :ido;rptrp.htm I-Helsinki 
University of Technology 
http> 'www .cadcam.kth.se.'public/compu~en fff/ 
RP.html-Swedish Institute of Production Engineering 
Rese<\rch 

Books 
Automated Fabrication--lmproving Productivity in 
Manufacturine. Marshall Bums. Ennex Fabrication 
Technologies~ PTR Rentice Hall. Englewood Cliffs. 
New Jersey 07632. 1993. ISBN 0-13-119462-3 

Rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing-- Fundamentals 
of Stereolithography. Paul Jacobs. Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers. Dearborn. Michigan. 1992 

Layer Manufacturing- AChallengeofthe Future. The 
final report fro'Tl the NOR-SLA project. 1992. 
Trondheim. Norway. ISBN 82-519-1125-7 

Software Tools for Rapid Protolyping T echn~logies in 
Manufacturing. Andre Dolenc. Acta Polytechnica 
Scandinavica. Mathemalics and Computer Science 
Series No. 62. llclsinki. 19'>3. ISBN 951-666-393-1 

Solid Frccfonn Manufacturing. Kochan. D .. Elsevier 
Science Puhlisher e.V.. 1993 ISBN O ..J4.t 89652 X 

Rapid Prototyping Systems: Fast Track to Product 
Rcali7.ation. Customer Service Department. Sociely of 
Manufacluring Engineers. One SME Drive. P.O. Rox 
6028. IJearhorn. Michigan -18121 

Principles of c·omputcr Automared Fahrication. Jerome 
(._ John\on. l'alalino Press. Inc. 199..J. ISBN 
0-961 &005-J-..J 

1'11s:c I J 
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Rapid prototyping magazines 

Rapid Proro1yping Report. CAD C A~I Publishing. Inc. 
IOIO Turquoise S1reet. Sui~e 3:!0. San Diego. 
Calif.:>mia. 9:! I oq-1159. USA 

Rapid Prololyping Journal. ~tCB lJni\ersil~ Press 
Limited. 60 62 Toller Lane. Bradford. West Yori.shire. 
England BD8 9BY 

EARP-Newsletter. Europe3n Aclion on Rapid Pro
tol\ping. Bent Mierilz. Danish T echno!ogi"·al lns1i-
1t..11c. Telmologiparken. 8000 Aarhus C. Aarhus. 
Denmark 

Rapid News. c o EPC .t6 Water-~are S1rce1. , ,1er. 
CUI :!LA. l'nired Kingdom 
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Figarr 2.1 

Common pr1xedrue in using AFs 
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Figun 2.6b 

rop!!rti.:s o1 p otopo ytrrers p ' h I 

Proputies of materials used in AF 

\"rlldor Ciba-Gc~y 

Notllion SL 5011-1 SL 5131 SI. 5149 SL 5154 SI. 5177 St 5170 st mro 

M3lcrial ACJ}lic ACJ}lic ACJ}lic ACJ}lic A.:rylic Epmi:y Epoxy 

l3scr llcCd Ar" llcCd Ar· llcCd llcCd Ar" 

A. '.\lttlUllKal propulits Test 

El<Nic modules IK.'mm'I ISO R527 3000!500 3000±500 1100 1100 1105±35 2450±50 2500±100 

Bral.~ clonplion 1•01 ISO R527 25!05 10+..2 15±4 12.5±2.5° 13±6 IO±I 

T cnsalc stn:ngth (N/mm') ISO R527 62±11 70±11) 35 35 JO 60 60±5 

Solchcd-bar- impa..1 sumgth (!zod) (Ulm') ISO ISO 3±1 J 215±2.5 ll.5±2.5 28±1 285±1.5 37±10 

lbnlncss ShoK D 87-91 87-91 78 71 78 15 14 

B. nrr.at pnpn1in 

Glass transition tem~ ro 150 15t1 -83 -13 i2 65-90 60-15 

Thermal stability rci 42 49 42 

Cocffacicnt or lhcrmal expansion urn 111•• 521172° .. 

c Prottu proprrtin 

V:SCosity (mPas) JO" C 2400±1100 2000±400 2000±400 2000±400 180±15 187 

35· c 1150±200 1211(}+..2()() 

~nctralion dcpdt (mm) 0.19 0 Ill 0.15 0.13 0.27 0.12 013 

CrilK:al exposure (mJ/cm'I 66 5.0 6.1 4.2 11.2 135 16 2 

Dangerous materials NVP NVP I I I I 

The values are panly given by the vendors and panly measured at the lnstitut fiir Kunststoffpriifung und 
Kunststoflkunde (IKP) of the University of Stungan. Germany. 

Source: IKP. 

• ASTM 0638 . 
•• 40· c - 100· c. 

••• -100· C - 50· C/50' C - 200· C 

I 
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Figure l{-c 

I Propenies of photopo(,·mers 

Properties of materials used in AF 

\"nidor Du Ponl Allied Signal 

S2100/ SJIOOI S5100i 
!l:otllion (S-+SO!l.toSJF.-+Eu .. "11.llllCf) 2110 JI 10 5110 56100 1'2201 l'.2202 SF E5201 

mod. 
'blcrial A~~lic ACl)lic Acrylic Epoxy Vin}lcdlcr Vinylcthcr Vinylcthcr 

1..-.scr Ar'lllcCd Ar./Jk<.'d Ar·/Jtccd Ar' llcCd HcCd Ar· 

A. \lttmlliul prolJC'rtin rcsl -·-Elastic modul.:s (Nlmm'l ASTM 0638 37 lllO 175 2690 1455±276 1750±250 1380 

Bral:ing elongation l~ol ASTM 0638 46 9.2 10 7.1-11.4 8±2 7±1 6.5±05 

Tensile sttmglh (N/mm') A~TM 0638 7 21 22 ;-t 55±7 68±7 48 

Notched-bar impacl slKnglh 1 lzod) (l:Jlm'I ISO 180 150 15 14 34 21.5±-0J 32±3 30-43 

Hardness Shore D 41 80 97 845 BO 80 84 

B. Tllnwal ~rtin 

Glass transition lCITlpcralun: ro -U -43 -60 -53 65 -15 84±6 

~stability ( C) A~TM D64ll 49 465±-0.9 46.5±-0.9 48 

Codlicicnl of thermal expansion (If(') 150-1110 150-200 491174° .. 47.51243° 0 47.51243° 0 s2111s••• 
('. Procru propcrtin 

JO'C 3805±2115 985±15 6()1'.IJ 265 205 230 240 (32-C} 
Visc:;>Sily (mPas) 

35· c 

0.1210.17/ 
Pc:nc:tration dc:plh (mm) 0.2210.12 0.1910.13 0.22/0.12 0.15° 0.18 0.11 0.18 

12.2125.9/ 
Critical cxrosurc: (mJ/cm') 2 9/J.5 I 4.0/2.4 9.912.8 26.8° 27±5 8.5±1.7 15.2 

£bngcmus materials I I I I I I I 

The values are partly given by the vendors and partly measured at the lnstitut fUr Kunststoffprilfung und 
Kunststoffkunde (IKP) of the University of Stuttgart, Germany. 

Source: IKP . 

• 351 nm/351t364 nm/333+ 351 +364 nm 
•• o· C - 60° C/60" C - 155" C. 

••• -100· c - so· c1so· c . 200· c 

!'axe 19 
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Figa~ 2.9 

Properties of sinter materials 

Propruties of materi:!ils used in AF 

8. F. Goodrich EOS GmbH 

LPC-30000 LN-4010 LNF-5000 LNC-7000 LWX-2010 PS ISOO PA 1500 

Polycarb. Poly1111idc Polyamidc Composite Wa.' Polystyrene Polymlldc 

co, co, ro, co, co, co, 

TCSI 

Elastic modules (Nlmm') ASThf 0638 1220 1400 I 1400 I ()I)() 

Bralr.ing clongarion !"'•) ASTM 0638 s I 24 24 s )IS 

T cnsilc strength (Nimm') ft-'IM 0638 23 36 I 36 42 JS-CO 

Notched-bar impact strength (lzod) (k.J/m') ISO !80 SJ 70 70 6& 

Hardness Shore D 

1--G-1ass __ uans __ i1ion __ tcm_pcr.uun: ______ (_·o_..... ___ --1~-1_s_o_.._ __ _... ___ 4---~l _6_J_-+ __ 1_10_-+ __ 8_s_--1 

Melting point ("C) 116 I 86 
1---------··~-----+-----+----+-----+-----+-----I,__---+----+---~ 

Heat resistance: rCl1 16.l 16J 118 

C. Procrss .,.-.rlin ==.. ·~· I - '1 ~ +~~+ I I 7-+- :~-1 
The values are partly given by the vendors and rartly me-asured at the lnst~ut fu, Kun;,;to1fprOfung u~ 
Kunststoffkunde (IKP) of the University of Stuttgart, Gem:ciny. 

Source: IKP . 
...__ ____ ---------------------------------------------

Pap,i: 11 
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Figun 2.IO 
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Figure 2.12 

Properties of m11teri11/s for fused depositi!>n modeling 

Vendor Stratasys 

Notation Plastic 200 

Material Polyolefine 

A. Mechanical properties Test 

nastic modules (N'mm:) ASTM C638 630 

Braking elongation (Oo) ASTM 0638 4.7 

Tensile strength (N!mm=) ASTM 0638 IO 

Notched-bar impact strength (lzod) (kJ.'m:) ISO 180 9 

Hardness Shore D 58 

B. Thermal properties 

Melting temperature ("C) 72-108 

Notation ABS P400 

Material ABS 

A. Mechanical properties Test 

Elastic modules (Nimm:) ASTM 0638 2600 

Braking elongation (%) ASTM 0638 50 

Tensile strength (N!mm1
) ASTM 0638 34 

Notched-bar impact strength (lzod) (kJtm=) ISO 180 106 

Hardness 

Source: IKP. 

Shore D 105 (RockweH) 

Figure 2.13 

Workin!{ principle of hal/i.ftic particle manufacturin!{ 

five-axis robot 

process chamber 
-------·--------------

part 

platform 

Plastic 301 

Polyamide 

560 

3.5 

12 

13 

70 

100-110 

Casting wax 

Wax 

281 

3.5 

3.6 

13 

33 

l 
; 
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Figure 2.14 

nr.· dir;:d .~hd/ production • J..\Wl~ proc:.:ss tyd.: 

2. 

Shell generation 

4. 

Print layer 

Figure 2.15 

.\!11/tiphcm! /Cf solidification 

motor to control 
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liquefied metals or 
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I 

Spread powder 

\\\lit 

Heat treatment 
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ff'ori principle of laminaJed object manu{achlring 

mirror 

laser 

block of paper 

take-up roll 

Figure l.17 

Selective adhesive and hot press process 

hot plate 

plotter to cut contours 
printer r--------, 

target block 1 I 
I I ,----, 

press table 

I I 

I 
I L __ _J 
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Figure 4.1 
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B. NEW PROCESSES AND TRENDS 
IN DEVELOPMENT 

Noncontact digitizing-a new wave in prototyping 
Manufacturers can shorten product de\·dopment by 

digitizing with optical image sensors so as to reproduce 
complex free-form surfaces with a high degree of accuracy. 
Pace Opti::a! Test &:. Measurement. Phoenix. USA. has an 
eoptical sensor which .:ombines Moire rechniques with 
trianguiation methods to record up to 300.000 point co
ordinates from one \iewing angle. These triangulation 
calculations surpass pre\·ious limitations of this technique 
by measuring complicated object attributes such as stepped 
features. Applications for optical digitizing rartge from 
copy-milling par<.s from models. surface reconstruction and 
quality control and assurance. 

When two light-project grids. or gratings. intersect in 
space they create a Moire fringe panem of light and dark 
planes. As they intersect an object. these planes appear on 
the object"s !i.urface as contour lines which follow the 
topography of the object's surface. The reference grating. 
which is etched onto the lens of a chip cllmera within a 
recording video camera. creates the second grating. The 
video camera records the interference between the projected 
grating and the grating within the lens. with the resulting 
contour lines being recorded on video tape. 

The limitations of this standard Moire technique when 
used to calculate 3-D coorciinates are that the distances to 
the generated planes are nor constant. so that rhe distance 
or coordinaks of at least one point must be determined 
using some other measuring technique. In addition. the 
contour lines ma) not be unique to a single tearure. repre
senting stepped features. different obi..:cts or complex 
surfaces. thus leading to a misinterpretation of the sub
sequent Moire pattern. 

Pace Technologies. (jermany. have developed a system 
using a modified Moire technique. called --comet ... It 
performs geometric analysis of the Moire information 
by mathematically tri;..ngulating each pixel in the optical 
image into 3-D coordinates. The parameters that determine 
trian~ulation calculations include a basis line and two 
angl;s. The optical set-up of the sensor determines the 
basis line as being the dis!ance between the centre of the 
projecting lens and the centre of the camera lens. The solid 
angle is the reference angle of each object point from the 
basis line and is defined by the pixel coordinates and the 
centre of the camera lens. A further angle defines the light
sectioning Moire plane for each object point and is 
generated by a project rotating-line grating which modifies 
the light intensity at the object point. The video cam>!ra 
theri records this modulation of brightness and is used to 
identify each Moire sectioning plane. The values of the 
three .-ombined provide a triangle for the system·~ 
computer to calculate the 3-D coordinates of a point. 

One single view can measure the 3-D coordinates of up 
to 300.000 points on a fot·d-coordinate system. Linear 
magnification or reduction .~. 1ap•s the field of view to the 
s11e of the obj.:ct. or adju\IS digitizing accuracy. Several 
scans arc possible for large objects hy altering the posi
\ion of the sensor. Through partially overlapping scans. 
the sy:;tem computer generates a point doud of the entire 
ohjec-1 The computer is .Jc~igned not lo accept points 
outside the focus ranµe or ;my pixeh that yield invalid 
data. 

l'a~1· 32 

TI1e accuracy of the 5c:nsor is higl!. due to the small 
triangulation angle which minimizes problems with 
shadowed regioris of steeply angled features on the object. 
While being similar to other optical digitizers using an 
el,.ctronically switchable grating. this system with its 
rot.tting grating can deliver greater accuracy. The switch
able LCD grating acquires image data faster. but the accu
ran of this ~tine is 10 times lower due to the higher line 
density and precision possible with the fixed gratings of the 
Comet s\·stem. An LCD grating svstem works well in a 
mobile. tlexible set .ip wh""ere lo;,. ;ccuracy is acceptable. 

As the system sensor acquires 3-D coordinate5 in a 
fixed sensor coordinate system. the computer can connect 
different \'iews of one single large object to describe the 
entire surface. If a particular milling machine controls the 
position of the sensor. coordinates for measuring can 
translate into a single coordinate system. Thus. the size of 
the objects digitized is only limited by the available 
computer memory and capabilities of the CAD system. 
Normally. an en~ire surface requires 10 to 100 different 
partially overlapping views to completely digitize. The 
resulting point cloud. which contains 3 to 30 million 
points. needs 15 minutes to 2 hours to collect. 

At present. there are three applications which could 
:ake advantage of optical digitizing: 

( ·opy mil/in!!. This is an important application for 
modem tool- or mould-makine facilities. it calculates 
machine-tool numerical control (NC) programming from 
the generated point cloud. Due to the shon time needed to 
digitize an entire part. machining data is available quickly. 
This data typically machines a copy with a mean deviation 
of less than 0.02 mm from the original model. The digi
tizing system calculates the NC program in a background 
mode. allowing the milling machine and digitizing sensor 
to perform other jobs during data calculations. 

Q11a/11y control and a.uurance. Due to the high data
acquisition rate and accuracy. optical digitizing can 
compare production pans or moulds to specifications. This 
application ma} require that the surface points be aligned 
to the design data by using best-fit approximations. Once 
the part is properly aligned. the computer-managed milling 
can calculate deviations between the pan and the pan-data 
tile and then de1em1ine the acceptability of the manu
factured part. Deviations would result in modifications to 
the original NC program. which would then machine a 
more accurate mould or product. 

Surface rccomtructi11n. A nul'lber of CAD'CAM soft
ware systems apply a variety of strategics hl reconstruct 
surfaces from point data. Al present it is possible lo 
automatically generate surfaces wilh relatively low quality. 
Where the surface must have a high quality. such as car 
hod ies or household appliances. com put er operators 
normally have lo make several moditications to reconstruct 
the ~urface. which requires :wo megabytes of memory. or 
greater. and huilt-in vi~11alization tools in the CAD 
package. (Source: Amcnnm ,\fachiniJI. May 1<>95) 

Laser metal deposition process 
Los Alamos National Laboratory. IJSJ\. is developing 

an automated one-step method for fabricating complex 
metal parts hy fusing metal powders in the focal mne of a 



high-energy laser hcam. This direct metal deposition 
process is called .. Directed Light fab,·ication .. (DLF). II 
docs not use a mould. pattern or limning die and produces 
a fully d.:nse metal part \\ hich is shaped to within a le\• 
thousandths or a centimetre of liral toieram.:e. ·1 his DLf 
process combines computcr-aideJdcsign and manufacturing 
tcchnolog~. and laser cladding technology as \\ell as rapid 
prototyping tcchn.ll•lg~ to directly deposit metal to form a 
near-net-shape component from a digitally designed solid 
model. The straight surfaces and high-dimensional accuracy 
of the parts thus produced compare farnurably with the 
metal build-ups made since the 1930s using oxyacetylene. 
tungsten or metal inert gas. plasma or laser welding 
processes. 

The main components of the DLF process are the Nd
y AG laser. a metal-powder Jcli\"ery system and a 
computer-controlled laser beam positioner. The fabrication 
of a metal part starts \\ ith a 3-0 solid model computer 
design from which a positioning code. including laser 
control and other system commands. is dneloped and sent 
to the DLf positioning system during fabrication. The 
positicning system. which is programmed for multi-axis 
control by the computer code. mlwes the focused laser spot 
along the contours of the part as metal powder is fed into 
the beam spot and fused. One planar layer is formed at a 
time on a supporting base plate which is removed alter 
completion. Unused powder which falls outside the laser 
beam is reco\"ered for reuse. The next generation DLF will 
automatically recycle the unused powder to the po'" Jer 
hopper so that no waste is generated. As partially fused 
powder particles stick to the sides of the molten part of the 
deposit. the surface can be rough. FJrther development to 
control the process variables is expected to result in a 
smoother as-deposited surface. It is anticipated that 
additional finishing operations may be required to polish 
the surface and thus achieve close geometric tolerances. 

Parts nhich have so far been made using the DLF 
process include tubes. channels. hollow I-beams. plates. 
cones anached to tubes and rods. Each part was made 
without requiring a part-specific tool for each shape. For 
example. a separate extrusion die is normally required to 
extrnde many shapes: for the DLF process. only the 
computer model is modified to change the output shape. 

With further development of this technology. there is 
no limit. in principle. to the geometry of the parts that can 
he fahricatcd. llollow c;1vitics. cun.-cd contou;s on the 
inside or outside of a part. integral flanges. tubes and 
cylir.Jrical projections will he formahle without welding. 
The dimensional 1olerances of the part arc de1cm1ined by 
the size of the laser focal spo:. the size of the pool of 
molten mcral anJ the processing parameters. whereas the 
procc'' economics arc c.letermined h) the pcmdcr feed 
rates. the speed and the laser energy. 

l r,e of this rapid prototyping process will mean that it 
will he possihk. within a few hours. 10 ha\e a part in-hand. 
thar would normalh ha\c required \\eeks or month;; to 
make tl';ing COil\ cnlional methods. ,\ designer will he ahlc 
to li:'I in 'er\ ic.:c a 'pi:cilic part design which has hccn 
lahmaled 11,111µ lhl· 1>1.1· procc,s. a' 11 will have full 
,truc1ura' prnpat1c' It c.:an lh..:n hl· 11..:ralcd hy c.:hangin!! the 
"1lid model o! the part on lhl· c.:11111p11tcr. C ·on\entional 
llll'lhod' \\1111ld n·q11ir.: h11ild111t! a pa!tl·rn. a mould or a 
f11rn11nl! die prior lo mak in~ lhc nc1\ p;irt 

I hcrl' ;1rc or her a•.h anlil!.!l'' 111 lhl· I >I I· pro<.:l"'' l.a,er· 
pr11.:l'''l'd 1111\11kr' 11ill no1 h;i\l" lhc pr11hkm' 111 mac.:rn
'hl'lltll:al w~!l"l"t'..1111111 \\hH:h I\ found 111 c11mcnt111nal 
t .1'>11:1'' ;111d 1h11, 11 ill 11111 rcq11irl" h11111ol!cn11.t11on a:1d ,t'.rain 

·-·-··------------··-·-------- ----------

refinement ,-ia heat treatment. for!!in£ or extrusion of a 
casting. This ob11iously represe.;ts -a large economic 
advamage in the capital equipment costs required. The 
precise build-up of laser-fused powders pot.!ntially otTe:"S 
new methods of fabricating parts with tailored properties. 
Strength. ductility and density gradients can be created by 
applying different metallurgically compatible alloy powders 
on ditlerent areas of the part to accommodate high-!'tress 
concentrations. density variations. etc. Perhaps most 
importantly. the DLF process is non-contaminating because 
only the laser beam C<'ntacts the powder and processing can 
occur in highly controlled atmospheres. 

Development is continuing at Los Alamos to extend the 
application of DLF to a wider range of materials. lndustl}· 
participation in collaborative research and development is 
being sought. 

Further information can be obtained from: Gary Lewis. 
Group MST-6. Mail Stop G770. Los Alamos National 
Laboratory. Los Alamos. New Mexico 875..t5. USA. 
(Source: .\fat Tt:d1. 1995 IO:..t3-58) 

Advantages/disadvantages of RP "ersus CNC 
Rapid protolyping technique5 have collectively come to 

be called additi\oe rapid prototyping (ARP) because all 
techniques build up models from numerous thin layers of 
materials. ARP brings huge benefits. For some kinds of 
parts. prototyping has been sped up as the process is fast 
and gives designers physical models which reveal form and 
fit errors quickly. In addition. those parts for which ARP 
is best suited represent a substantial volume of new 
products. However. even with the euphoria about ARP, one 
must not forget that computernumerical control (CNC) has 
been capable of rapidly making prototypes for almost 
20 years. Some engineers feel that ARP has not always 
kept its promise as ARP cannot always match the accuracy 
available with CNC. A study is under preparation to 
compare real ARP results against the established accuracy 
ofCNC machining. It is hoped that th.! outcome will show 
some real measure of re!ative accuracy. 

At present there arc five main kinds of ARP systems in 
production: stereolithography (SLA). solid ground curing 
(SGC). selective laser sintering (SLS). laminated object 
manufacturing (LOM) and fused deposition modelling 
( FDM). SLA was the first system and was originally fore
seen as a way in which to obtain quick 3-0 parts directly 
from solids CAD data. Accuracy. strength and surface 
finish were not of the highest priority. These initial 3-D 
parts were designed primarily to he models that a designer 
could hold and feel to see if CAD geometrf would tum out 
as interded. Pressure was exerted on the manufacturers of 
the first machines to improve some parts and as a result. 
systems have improved. Materials used today arc stronger. 
resist huilding di~tortion helter and give faster build times. 
In add it ion. computers have hecome more powerful. allow
ing helter slice-and-huild programs that have reduced 
-.hrink. warp. sag and curl. Some systems can now produce 
faster. helter part> for secondary casting procedures. 
Developments exist ~o that rapid manufacturing can he 
<lone using these systems: however. reality may he rather 
different. for many physical and chemical reasons. 

1\ RI' has a numhcr of other limitations. Engineers using 
ARI' ha\c a finite numhcr of materials from which to 
dioow It :~ aho he~t suited for ~mall models KO per cent 
of all 1\RI' machines have I Ox ll)x 10 inch tanks. Other 
mac.:h111C' c;m 111;111aJ!c models up to .IOx20x.10 inchc~. The 
,urf;Kc lin1,h may require a 'i)!llilkitnl amount of hand 
,;111dinµ 'hould the model nci:d a h11.!h·J!lo\'i lini,h. 
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llowe\·er. ARP can produce complicated pans that CNA 
..:annot. for example. a prototype of an auto exhaust mani
fold with accurate inside and tlutside surfa~·es. The streneth 
of ARP is probably in medium-sizeJ plastic parts and ,;ax 
patterns for \'ario:is seconda~· casting methods. Other than 
these. product designers must rely on a combination of the 
old and the new. which is now being called fast prototyp
ing. This method combim:s traditional fabrication with 
complicated insen sections handled either with ARP or 
CNC-machined parts. The combination of the:! two tech
niques is a way around some of the drawbacks of the SLA 
method. ARP is not adept at faithfully reproducing large 
tlat areas. 

( 'apabitirin or prololy pr sy .. rrms 

Tnditioul Addirin RP 
moc!d!prolo- syslr• or 

lypr C\C wn·inl' 
Appliratioa shop ll•rnu 

Soft prnlOl}'piai 
Visual images on soliJs l"AI> Some S.•m.: 

Hard protolypi~ 
Tn f>t1IJ and li:cl Yes y • ..,.. 

Plaslic prololyprs 
Miniature y,-,; 1.imi!cd 
McJium Yes Yes 

l~e Yes Nn 
l "lcai/tintcd Yes ~ll 

n.:xihl.: Yes :--; .. 
Mrral protolypn 
Ma.:hincd Yes Nn 
Castings ran.:ms Patterns 
Sheet metal Yes Nt.l 

('uamic prololyprs ram: ms Pane ms 

Wood prolotypn Yes No 

WorLinl rrotoryprs 'frs !1;1• 

•·irld lnl protolyprs Yes No 

•• IJCUS RrOt•p rrolOI) pH Ye~ l'n 

At the same time there have been major advances in 
computer-driven machine tools. which can be seen as a 
spin-off of the development of ARP. CNC has now 
matured to a point where it can serve as a viable alternative 
to ARP. Traditional model and prototype shops today will 
have powerful CAD/CAM software on large computers 
with 16 megabytes of memory and more than 500 mega
bytes of hard disk. Very often they may be able to put a 
tool path to a client's data file in a few hours. CNC can 
then create three. four. or live-axis. mathematically based 
surface contouring. The machine will rroduce a .ight, 
precise, sturdy part in ABS. polycarbonate. composite. 
aluminium or other materials. As compared to ARP. such 
parts arc not fragile and need no support to fight sag, warp 
or curling. Another advantage of CNC i~ that. depending 
on the size of the parts, it may be possible to CNC a dozen 
copies in design material faster than building and finishing 
a similar numher with ARP. 

Each tediniquc has its strengths and ~cakncsses 
dl.'signers should be aware of the limitations of each before 
a d..-cision is made. Many prototyping service tmrcai1X arc 
adding C'NC machines to their ARP machines as they arc 

l'a~c 3./ 

beginning to st.-e the benefits of combining the two 
methods. (Source: .\lad1i11~· D.:.~ig11. 7 No\·ember 199-11 

2-D Rapid Prototyping 
There arc times when using stercolithography. or a 

similar means of producing complicared 3-D shapes is too 
ad\·anced. such as when wanting lo produce circuit boards 
and sheer metal. which only require a 2-D shape. It is now 
becoming practical to prototype rhese components usin!' a 
low-power laser. A laser can cut a full-sized protorype of 
a circuit board from a 0.062 inch rhick card stock. The 
prototype produced will have all the necessa~· holes. 
notches. break-away tabs and routered shapes of the 
finished board. In addition. the prototype can be engraved 
with the silkscreened component designation pattern of the 
finished product. In this way. engineers can evaluate most 
of the mc:chanical aspects of the printed circuit board 
(PCB) by inspecting the 2-D prototype. The same technique 
can be used to generate inexpensive mock-ups of sheet 
metal components. Fl'r example. enclosure designs con
sisting of two sides. top. bottom and back can be cut from 
card stock or plastic. complete with holes. vent hole 
patterns and cutouts. By putting the pieces together. a 
prototype enclosure is formed. Engineers can thus confirm 
that the mechanical components fit wi!hin the enclosure 
and that all mounting holes are properly located. By adding 
fans lo the prototypes. air tlow can be checked if required. 

T\~o-dimensional prototyping typically starts with the 
database from a CAD package frcm which the user will 
generate an x-y plot of the component to be prototyped. 
The plot can be in any compatible graphic representation. 
This plot is then forwarded to a service bureau which will 
produce the prototype. if not done in-house. In some coun
tries. plot data can also be phoned in via modem and the 
turnaround can often be overnight. There arc basically tw~ 
sources of data for 2-D prototypes. One consists of the 
arcs. lines and circles that are to be cut to form the 
component. The other is data that is to appear on the 
component (such as part numbers). but which is m • cut 
rhrough. Different colours can distinguish the two dif!l"renr 
types of dala. Alternatively. cul and engraving data can 
reside in different plot tiles. Typical 2-D prototyping 
materials include paper. card stock. plastics and wood with 
a maximum thickness of around 6 mm. Accuracy is usually 
0.002 inches. In the absence of special compensation. hole 
sizes arc approximately 0.007 inches larger than plottc:d due 
to the size of the laser beam. The price of the prototyped 
component is set by material costs and laser cutti11g time. 
Often, customers are allowed to provide their own 
materials. thus lowering the costs. Some service bureaux 
arc limited in iht> sizes of components they can offer due 
to the machinery available 

rwo-dimcnsional prototyping has some advantages for 
3-f> components. For instance. an angle bracket can be cur 
in a tlar form from plastic which can then be heated and 
bent into its final configuration. This technique can also aid 
the evaluation of stampings without the cost of mak "lg 
them in metal. 

The relatively low cost of 2-1> prototyping can enable 
engineers to cvah1Jtc numerous design op! ions. For 
example. in the design of an instrnmcnr fronr panel. live 
different arrangements for the controls with knohs. ~witches 
and displays mstalled can he prototyped. Such full-site 
mock-ups can he used as inexpensive . •le\ aids and help 
meet trade show display deadlines. (Source: Af11cl1111e 
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RP using stratified object manufactr.:ring (SOM) 
Sine.: ! 986 \\hen the lir.;t rapid prototyping s~ stems 

\\ere intn•Juced. the Jemand for protot~ pc:s that can\\ ith
st;md mechanical and thc:nnal stress has been gwwing. 
Direct manufacture of metal protol~ pc:s has not been pos
sible: in most methods used in imlusll} despite the high 
imestment and handling e'\pt~n~e. l inti I now. accuracies 
achie\ahlc:depc:nded grcatl~ ''"the mcthtll.I. the component 
geometry and ti1e e'\pc:rience of the user. Str .. uified object 
manufacturing I S0!\1 I is a po-;sib!e new manufacturing stra
legy for the direct prnduclion of functional prototypes. 
which is based on existing computer-aided techniques and 
makes particular use of the potential of high speed culling 
C llSCI. 

!\11T (imbll. (icm1:my. has de\clopc:d this new rapid 
prototyping method \\ ith lhe essential difference to known 
gcnerati\e rapid proloty ping method.; being thal existing 
~-D CAD dala arc not prepared for :!-D culling of thin 
la~cr~. but rather for a .3-1> culling using CNC manufac
turing mc:thods. This procedure has been called stratified 
object manufacturing I SOM) h.:cause of the new procedure. 
\\ilh two sided .3-D CNC machining of plates ha\ing dif
ferent thicknesses. Con\entional 3-axis or 5-axis milling i-; 
primarily used as the machining method. 

Con\entional rapid proiotyping methods require the 
follo\\ ing steps to produce a fum:tional prototy pc: data 
prcparati•m. imprmemcnl in the surface quality and slice 
pmces~. con •!ruction process. manual finishing of !he 
model. :.;uhsequenl casting process and finish machining. 
lhc steps of 1hc SOM method arc limi1cd to data prcpara
t ion. for instance di\ 1sion of the CAD geom ell} inlo pla1cs 
foll1mcd by s•:rfacc di\ision in accordance with milling 
criteria. and Cl\C machining of the finished part. including 
pcrforn1ancc of 1hc required joining operation. Complete 
machining in one company pro\ ides a greater llcxibility 
and reduces interfacing prohh.:ms. 

The nucleus of 1hc ~0\1 method is 1hc Ji,·ision of 3-D 
CAI> data into parti;1I gcomc.:tric' referred 10 as plall•s. An 
addi1ional surface prcpara1ion makes l\\o-sidcd cnn\c11-
tional (";-,;(' machining possihle in \JrioUS \\Ori.. fi\turc;s. 
!°he material used i' u'ually unrnachined and 1s a\ailahle 
in rolled or cast qualit~. I he initial lhic'..ncss is greaterlhan 
the actual plate thickness hecau~c of the required hracing 
function in the first machining operalion and for the ncccs
.,a~ machining allowance in the second machining opera
tion. l!:e i.:onstruction procc~s is dilfrrenti,ttcd het\\t:en 
three -.teps which depend upon the complexity of the com
ponent and the required profile a\ailablc. and the number 
of plates resulting from this and\\ hich must he performed 
a number of times. I hcse '!cps ;m:: I I l initial machining 
operatmn alicr face m1llinµ of the joint surface and the 
a11.1d1ment of reference elemcnls. lhc actual machinin)! of 
the component .,urfacc, tal..cs place: 121 joining ;111d 
hr;irinµ .1djaccnl plate., arc connected to one another after 
mad11ning l.oc;tl hr.11:111!.! material i~ in~ertcd in the tflin 
\\ehs •>r 111 µeo111ctr~ i.,la111ls that occur hcl\\ecn the indi\i
dual \\or!.. stcJh; I\ I .,cci.nd rnad1inin!.! operation lhccom· 
poncnl .. urtan·., arl· 111ad11ned .dfrr f.tce rnillin!.! lo the 
desired lhll~llc'~ 

I he 111.1111 lcalurc., ol thl· '.'>< l!\1 111crho1l arc ;1di\1\1011 ol 
tl11· componcnl .!.!co111l'lr~ 11110l\\o-.,11lcd111ad11ningot plates 
\\!thou! undc·rc111. 1• ··.1111ng thal !he." !.!elll'ral1\e and ahradlll!.! 
mar.uf.tc11111n!.! n1c1li,1d• ;ir: u>111h111l·d. and It 1s a mcthod 
thal 11•.ing comc1t11<>11;il ; -: 1 t ·-.;c · 111;11111fac . in!.! u>mpo· 
n•·nh i.:.111 'ol\l· lh•· pr11hl·:111' 111\ 111\ cd 1111h hrac111!.! ;111d 
d111d.111g f;11111,il lll<1d1111111!.! 11pcr.1t1011 of a pL1tc \111h 

machining allowance. second machining operation when 
jo;ned. posYrbl~ with bracing material). 

Based~n these teatures. the following advantaeesresuit 
for prototyping manufacturing: la) acc-uracy and surface 
quality 1...m be achie\·.:d which correspond to CNC quality 
and are independent to a la~e degree from the size ~f the 
component: Cb) a lkxible combination of manufacturing 
me1hods and different materials is possible: (c} v3rious 
methods for surface machining and changing the material 
characteristics can be used in an:as not otherwise acces
'>ible: (d) tht: method ailows the manufacture of instruction 
models that can be disassembled: 'e) the environmental 
impact is slight due to the direct manufacture of a finished 
part: and (I) besides tho: primary direct CNC rnanufactJre 
of prototype:!>. which can be subject to s~rcss. e\en invest
ment pauems for subsequent casting processes with local 
machining allowances can be produced for target materials 
t~.at an: difficult or impossible to machine. 

Prototype manufacturin~ using the SOM method seems 
to open new application areas when used in conjunction 
with high-speed milling. The ad\·antages. besides the 
reduced machining times. are the achievable improved 
surfaces and the machining of rhin-walled workpieces with 
good dissipation of the machining heat. (Soorce: ID/-l. 
Duesscldorf. March'April 1995) 

Faster rapid prott::typi!lg 
JD Systems. Valencia. CA. llSA. has introduced its 

Stcrcolithography Arparatus Series 500 and JOH which 
increase part-building speed by incorporating a high-power 
lasc1. whilst continuing to produce high accuracy levels 
needed for complex geometry. Based on part gel)metr .•. the 
SLA500-30H increases part thoughput by up to 36 per cent 
mer the previous series making it suitable for building 
modcis. prototypes or pallems with epoxy rcsir.s. (Source: 
.\fachi11c Dt·-~ign. 15 June 1995) 

Rapid prototyping bureau 
The Automotive Design Centre. which is based at 

C)uet•n · s liniversity. Belfast. Northern Ireland. aims to 
provide CAD. CA~: and rapid prototyping ser\·iccs to en
gineering companies working in all sectors. In addition. th:: 
Centre ofter-; CAD services ranging from simply transfer
ring cxisling paper-based drawings into 3-D CAD. through 
to design for production from the initial concepi stage. The 
Centre collahoratcswith other groups at C)ueen s llniversity 
working on internal combustion engines. microelectronics 
and polymers. (Source: D1gmt•crmg. Octohcr I 994) 

Computer Aided Rapid Prototyping project (CARP) 
results 

An ~xampk of 1hc v.ork produced by the Computer 
Aided R;1pid Prototyping project was recently exhihited. It 
was a protolypc close-coupled V6 automotive calalyst unil. 
comprising a can1 and manifold. which was cast m stainless 
'led without the need for an) tooling. 

lhc <;tarting point for the work was the iniliai spcci
ficarion for the internal <;hapc and layout of the unit. which 
\\ii\ supplied in the form of a(' Al> model. From rhis inter
nal la) out it \la., decided that the tinished unir should be 
a"embled in I\\ o pan' th.: cataly-;t can. inro whid1 the 
catal~ '' hnck would he as,cmhlcd and an integral unir 
torming the calaly<;t cnJ cap and exhaust m;rnifold. Com
plete dc'l!.!n' \\ere developed hy Wehster Moulding' (l IK). 
11'.'ll! lklcam·, !>I I(" I C"1\I> CAM soflwarc. hy s11per-
1111pmi11.I! a <;land;ml 111eral wall thi..:kn.:•,, onto th1: internal 
~·cn111etr~ and then addinc tlange and joint detail\ r )ala for 
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the RP process was generated from Duct. Models were then 
produced using the Helysis laminated object manufacturing 
systen and the DTM selective layer sintering system at 
Letds University (UK). Runners and risers made from wax 
we~:! added to the prototypes. The complete assemblies 
\\ere moulded using the investment casting process 
followed by a controlled burnout proce«; which ensured 
complete removal of the pattern whilst maintaining the 
integrity of the mould structure. Casting and mould break
out were carried out ir. the same way as for traditional 
investment casting. (Source: EngineerinK. October 199.t) 

Prototyping machine building with ink-jet meth~'ls 
E?M Technology 1-"c.. Greenville. SC. USA. has 

introduced its Personal Modeler which uses a drop-on
demand piezoelectric jetting system to shoot er jet 
microscopic particles (lf a mtllten thermoplastic. The 
material freezes when it hits the object under C<>nstruction. 
and models are built layer by layer. as with most o:her 
rapid prototyping methods. It u«·<. l single 5-axis robotic 
noz.zle anci can produce thin. hollow-shell models of any 
geometry, including those with horizontal surfaces. 

This process has several advantages over other rapid 
prototyping methods. for instance. the unit constructs a 
horizontal surface or skin by automa.ically building support 
structures when needed. The non-loxic thenr.oplastic needs 
no special handling or \'entilation: by operating at the 
55 dBA sound level. the ;nachine is suited for office 
environments. 

The pro<otyper imports the widely used .STL file. 
automatically corrects file irregularities and create'i the 
necessary breakaway supports. and builds the mo.'el free
standing and unattended within hours. No postcuring or 
solvents :-re ~equired and the models are compatible with 
investmtntcasting. In addition. the machine bui!ds models 
in either a oefault hollow-shell mode or in the stronger 
internally cross-hatched form. (Source: .~fachine Design. 
11 May 1995) 

Experimental fabrication of castings using RP 
The Akita Prefectural Industrial Technology Center has 

applied stl'reolithography to prototype master casting5 for 
the first time. This process enables them to build 
complicated parts which cannot be produced rapidly by 
conventional machining techniques. and is presemly used 
as a tool for producing prototype evaluation models. The 
next-generati'ln version of this rapid prototyping process 
was applied to the master models for producing precision 
castings. Research has developed investment casting tech
nology using the rapid protot) ping parts to replace the con
ventional wax model. and lo pump var.cs with 3-D curved 
surfaces. which were cast successfully and were previou,ly 
difficult to produce b~ existing manufacturing processes. 

The new casting method comprises the following 
processes: (I ) designing tt.e c11bical sh;;pes of castings by 
3-D CAD: (2) slicing the design models int.> cross-sections 
from 0.1 mm in thickness b} slice computer: (3) solidifying 
the photo-curable resin with a laser beam into a cross
see1ional ~hape. and building the parts sequentially by rapid 
prowtypmg machine (SI.A 250. JD S}sh:ms Inc. lJSA); 
(4 1 .;itmg the mode: with a ceramic slurry as in the lost 
wax process and producing the shell model; (5) sintering 
the shell model and combusting the pans to obtain the 
casting mould: and 16) pouring .noltcn metal into the 
mo•Jld to nhtain the finished castin[!. 

This new method requires nn wax model or wo.id 
mould for green sand as with the conventional cas1ing 

method and enables castings of complicated shapes to ~ 
cast rapidly and at a lower cost. 

The Center plans to incorporate this rapid prototyping 
process and CAD'CAMiCAE into an integrated network 
system with the aim of developing an advanced process for 
manufacturing moillds of high added values within a short 
time. 

Further information can be obtained from: The Akita 
Prdectural Industrial Technolog\' Center. Machine & 
Chemistry Div .. 4-11. Sanuki. Aza: Shinya-cho. Akita City. 
\kita Pref. 010-16. Japan. (Source: JETRO. March 1995) 

RP to he.,; detect stress on jt:t engine blades 
One of the more novel applications for rapid 

prototyping technology is to design rotor blades for jet 
engines. The French aircraft engine manufacturer Snecma 
(Societe Nationale d'Etude ct Construction de Moteurs 
d'Aviation) uses optical stress analysis on engine blades 
and disks in conjunction with stereolithographic models. 

The key to the technique is the fact that the epoxy 
resins from which t;1e stereolithographic models are made 
have optically active properties. Snecma plans to make an 
SL model of a rotor blade. then stress it under centrifugal 
or external loadings such as torsion. tension. or pressure. 
Loading should take place in an oven heated to around 
ioo· C. which is warm enough to put the epoxy into its 
glass transition phase. changing from an elastic to a rubber
like state. 

When cooled. the stress patterns on the part freeze. 
Snecma can then slice the model apart at each critical stress 
zone and examine the cros!>-sectior. uuder polarized white 
light. When viewed through an analyser, iridescent colour 
fringes. which indicate stress levels. become apparent. 

Snecma is still running preliminary tests on the method. 
The next step will be to eliminate the mould step. making 
stress tests on the epoxy part directly. (Source: Afachine 
De.5i1{n. 10 October i994) 

Rapid prototyping as a model in lead time savings 
The llelisys iaminated object manufacturing (LOM) 

rapid prototyping service. which is offered by Umak (UK), 
has significantly reduced lead times for the electric motor 
manufacturer. Brook Crompton (UK). The technique also 
Minimized th·: risk element into developing a new range of 
high-efficiency electric motors. The project team used 
I.OM to produce highly accurate laminated pdper models 
of the motor frame an '. end covers. The models were then 
used as sacrificial patterns for the al• .nin;,,m casting of the 
prototypes. CJnci: produced. it was possible for the company 
lo embark an a series of prototype development trials prior 
to finalizing the frame production tooling. The llelisys 
LOM system uses a single last.:r to cut thin paper-type 
materials in sheet form to create solid ohjecrs of virtually 
any shape and complexity. (Source: Machinery and 
f'mduclirm En~inecrin~. 17 February 1995) 

Computervision RP interface 
Computervi~ion has announced its RP interface which 

functions integrally with its CADDS 5 design and manu
facturing system. This new interface allows model geo
metry. which is created within the package. to he directly 
outpullcd to a variety of RP systems. This program allows 
designers 10 create and edit complex surfaces with the use 
of a mixllm.: of solid modelling and NIJRBS-bascd surface 
design. Access is through an •:asy-to-usc menu system: the 
interface pr<rduccs files in STL. a standard formal for RP. 
The u~cr is able to define lhc orientation of the tile~. wl:il-;1 
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the output can be displayed as shaded images. (Source: 
A utonrotiw t:11~incer. October'November 1992) 

New LOii materials from Helisys Inc. 
Helisys Inc. (Torrance. CA. USA). has introduced a 

new High Performance LOMPaper (LPH). The company 
claims that it offers LOM users significantly reduced build 
times and improved part accuracy and flatness. Helisys has 
also developed a new proprietary adhesive which they say 
offers LOM users faster bonding speed-;. reduced internal 
stress. and improved Z-dimensional strength. Helisys also 
now offers a user guide including reliable parameters and 
procedures for all cmTently available LOMaterial products 
marketed and sold by the company. It also includes opti· 
mization and advanced techniques to help users get the 
most out of their machines. (Source: Rapid Sews. Vol. 3. 
No. 2. 1995) 

Composite material for Rapid Prototyping 
DTM Gmbh (Hilden. Germany) has introduced the first 

composite material for use in rapid prototyping. Laserite 
LNC-7000 (Nylon Composite) is a glass-filled nylon that, 
according to the manufacturer. exhibits the highest 
properties of stiffness and heat resistance of any material 
used in rapid prototyping. The company also say that the 
nature of the material is such that it can produce parts with 
very fine features which are strong enough to withstand 
functional testing requirements. (Sour~e: Rapid NcwJ. 
Vol. 3. No. 2. 1995) 

Rapid Prototyping with no intermediate interface 
F&S StereolithographietechnikGmbH (Borchen-Alfen. 

Germany) has announced the availability of a stereo
lithography system that. according to the company, creates 
unfaccted three dimensional objects with no necessity for 
an intermediate interface such as an STL file. The system 
directly slices the CAD model. meaning that the cross
sections are therefore generated directly from the mathe
matically precise CAD model. The company chose the 
Hewlett Packard Graphics Language (llPGL) format as the 
cutput format for the cross secti .. :mal data. as it is used as 
a standard for plotters and printers and is support by all 
CAD ~;ystems. 

The company have also de\'cloped a stereolithography 
machine called the LMS (Laser Manufacturing System) 
which runs using tile direct slicing methodology. The com
pany claim that hy usinr, a patented recoatini; mechanism 
and a speci.11 exposure style. the building times on the 
I.MS can he shortenec when compared with other process
ing times. (Source: Rapid .Vcu·.1·. Vol. 3. No. 2. 1995) 

Vacuum casting resin developments 
MCI' Equip111ent (Stonc. lJK) manufactures a range of 

polyurethane and epoxy resins for vacuum casting in a 
variety of colours. hardne~;ses. strengths, densities. and 
h:mpcrature resistances. Recent additions have included the 
MCP 8090. which it 1s claimed. is one of the highc:;t 
temperature-ralecl v:icuum casting resins available. With a 
cured tempc «1ture resistance of I 00" C. the com pan} 
expech that the resin will bring more tcrnperahire-'iensitive 
componcnls wi1h111 the scope of \acuum casting. The 
material is milky-while in colour. largely translucent and a 
two-'itage polyurelhane re~in with the 1wo constituenls 
mixed in a I: 1.5 ratio he fore heing cast inlo a 'iilicone
ruhher mould under vacuum. (Source: Ra111d .\"nn. Vol. 1 
No. 2. 1'>95 I 

Personal modelling office machine 
BPM Technology. Inc. (Greenville. SC. USA) has 

introduced the Personal Modeler computer peripheral office 
machine which operates at the .. push of a button .. and 
produces relati\'ely economical real physical models which 
can be produced from any a.-ailable solid modelling CAD 
program. 

The company has developed and patented a modelling 
technique called the Ballistic Particle Manufacturing, which 
uses a drop-on-demand piezoelectric jetting system to shoot 
microscopic particles of environmentally safe molten 
thermoplastic that freeze when they hit the object being 
built. The process has been co:lld "\Digital Micro
synthesis ... This process is relatively clean and quiet as well 
as being economical as it uses the exact amount of material 
required to build a finished model without any waste. In 
alidition. during the model construction period. there is no 
necessity for operator attention. thus reducing overhead 
costs associated with its use. (Source: Rapid ·"-'ews. Vol. 3, 
No. 2. 1995) 

Direct Shell Production Casting (DSPC) 
Direct Shell Production Casting (DSPC) is a process 

involving manufacturing ceramic moulds. resembling those 
used for investment casting. directly from CAD files. The 
advantages of castings. combined u·ith computer techno
logy, yield complex designs tr, •• ear-net shapes with little 
waste. The process is flevii.Jle. easily incorporating design 
changes. eliminating the need to maintain patterns or dies. 
and removes tooling and set-up times for machining 
moulds. It can integrate cores. allowing the moulding of 
hollow parts. 

This new technology, brought to !he market by Soligen 
Inc. (Northridge, CA. USA). was derived from a process 
known as three dimensional printing which was developed 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. At present it 
designs mould production equipment capable of manufac
turing short-run production metal parts and prototype 
moulds and dies for die casting and injection moulding. It 
is not intended for mass producing investment castings as 
conventional casting methods may outperfonn DSPC in 
certain cases by producing parts more quickly and econo
mically. In addition. the new process lets investment casters 
combine integral cores and eliminate assembly. reslilting in 
weight savings without a loss of strength by providing 
structural integrity. Material options can expand because 
any castahle alloy can be used. including ones that were 
impossible to forge. or too difficult to machine. There is 
less sensitivity to alloy cost since integral designs onen 
requir.: less material. 

Part-design research is continuing U!>ing knowledge and 
experience gained to produce intricate aluminium die casts 
whilst at the same time improving accuracy and durability. 
(Source: Machmc lksixn. HI August 1995) 

First commercial solid-state laser 
EOS Cimhll (Munich. <icrmany) ha~ recently 

announced the availahility of its STEREOS MA)( 600. the 
fir I commercial la:;er·stercolithography system with a 
solio '.:late laser. The company say that the !ascr uses 
approxin•ately tv.o per cent of the electrical energy com
pared to a gas la~er of the same output power and docs not 
require any water cooling. The lifetime is reported to he 
around I0.000 hours. and as well as being economical to 
run. is a hie to achieve high building speeds. (Source: Rap1el 
.\'cws. Vol. 1. No. 2. 1995) 
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Metal prototypes in two weeks 
Schneider Prototyping GmbH (Bad Kreuznach. 

Gern1any) says that through the use of the Cubital-based 
SoliCast process. designers can see their CAD tiles turned 
inexpensively into metal prototypes in two ''eeks. Using 
Solicast. moulds are investment-cast around Cubital models 
in-house. The company says that its proprielar)· methods 
completel.Y consume the polymer resins that make up the 
models. leaving a void that can serve as a c:istir.;;, tool. The 
disposal>le prototypes are generated using a Cubital Solider 
5600 machine and it is claimed that metal prototypes can 
be produced in half the usual time. at half the usual cost. 
(Source: Rapid .\t.'lu. Vol. 3. No. 2. 1995) 

Pattern-making experience with rapid prototyping 
It is not only large companies that haw to take the first 

step in making use of new technologies. The traditional 
pattern- and mould-making company Hermann Bubeck KG 
(Germany) has been innovative in this field. Until the 
1970s ~he company was exclusi,·ety concerned with the 
manufacture of foundr)· patterns. A decisi,·e step was taken 
with the purchase of the first measuring machine which 
enabled the company to expand its services. Since 1986 the 
structure of the company has been adjusted to include 
CAD· CAM technologies. Normal working procedures today 
include digital acquisition and computerized preparation of 
patterns using measuring machines and planar feedback. 
Instead of sending drawings !hey use teleprocessing via 
ISDN. In 199-t the company was one of !he first pattern
making enterprises to commission the German EOSINT 
600 laser-sinter-plant. Only one week was required for 
installation and training on the use of !he system. Patterns 
are mainly produced in polystyrene. which is si.:itable for 
investment casling as ii fits with the !lormal coating and the 
melting-out process well. Once checked. the polystyrene 
parts are dipped in wax to achie,·e a good surface. where
after !hey are delivered to the invcs1ment casting foundry 
which adds wax ingates. glued to a clus1er and entered into 
!he coating process. The company discovered tha1 for 
vacuum casting processes ii was particularly successful 
when !he patterns were dipped in epoxy resin enabling a 
good machining of !he surface and thus the production of 
good silicon moulds. (Source: Gii:.m:rci 82 ( 1995). 'lo. 15. 
p. 539) 

New dimensions for solid modelling 
With solid modelling. a design can come to life within 

minutes wi1h a 3-D clarity !hat is difficult. or e•cn 
impossible. to achieve with rlrawing technology. As a 
company builds on its modelling experience. other advan
lagcs will appear. such as !he easy reuse of ex isling models 
in new designs. change order<; take place more quickly and 
manufacturers benefit hccausethey can more easily develop 
accurate jigs and fixture<; he fore they reach the shop floor. 
As with any transition. hccoming productive using solid 
modelling involves effectively rnanag'ng change. /\ good 
guide • manage this could be a well-,upportcd trainin;; 
focused on anticipated rasks. retaining invc-;tmenls in ::!-D 
data. and hringmg users lo greater levels of rc,pnn-;ihilil~ 
Even though !he company ma~ po,o;e\\ rhe hardwan:. thc 
staff need lo he trained to 1,e it proper I~. 

The most effective rr.11ning could \I art \\ nh a 'cln I 
group of people in a pilot p~ogramme \\hl"re the '>Ill!\\ arc· 
is learned with specific empha..;is on fr;11ure' th:ir rhc 11 .c·r 
will he most frequent I~ confronled \\llh I hi' lr.1in111~ 

could k rudimcntar~ or rnorl.' imoh ed. lkpend111!.! on lhc 
lcwl of 'kill-; of the 'ta ff to he tra111cd \l,111' h.1H' to learn 

!'age .18 

that praclically e\·er) process associated with 2-D design 
\\ill change in the 3-D solids world. In 2-D. the drawing is 
the maste~: with solid'>. the g1.-ometr:c model is the m~tcr 
and the drawings are part of the documentation. 

As wilh any new system. support is essential. This can 
take !he form of pro•.-iding read) answers for problems that 
appear. thus preventing frustration among new users. 
Management attitude ma\' also need change. to become 
more ~pen t~ change anJ ~cw ideas. The piio1 programme 
should be used lo produce a specific design for somclhing 
that the company will produce. and not last for longer than 
six months. The experience gained can then be transferred 
to other departments within the company. gradually enabl
ing !he new teams lo gain from the experience of the pilol 
programme. to gradually combine :!-D techniques with 
solid modelling. 

The use of solid models allows de!>ign engineers to 
optimize qua!ilies such as weight by ilerating designs 
through finite-element sludies. Eventually design engineers 
can use solid models on which to generate numerical!) 
controlled data for certain parts. Further. the engineer will 
manage tasks previously handled by addilional staff. such 
as paper prinls and documcntalion. throu~h producl
management systems. Access to a complete geometric defi
nition of a part through solid modelling can reduce the 
boundaries between funclional responsibilities within 
organizations. (Source: .\fachini: Design. August 1995) 

General round-up 
The shape of the rapid prototyping industry is changing 

constantiy as !he number of users grows and the demand 
for faster. accurate and more reliable machines and 
materials increases. The rapid prototyping industry has 
undergone many inleresting developments such as: 
(a) Popularization: rapid protolyping is beginning to cnler 
the ··mainstream .. _ In some companies it is an integral part 
of their business; other companies still ha1.·e 10 try it out 
while other may nor have heard of it at all. Compared to 
CNC installations. most rapid '.'Jrololyping unils operate in 
service centres in both small and large companies. with !he 
way in which the work is carried oul being differcnl lo 
CNC; (b) Consolidation: At present the world-wide market 
is not large enough to support the present number of 
'iystcm manufacturers ( 16 ). Companies may merge. change 
ownership. or even disappear. A case in point is the m:enl 
acquisilion by S1ra1asys (Minneapolis. MN. USA). of 
IBM·s lechnology to heat and extrude 1hermoplas1ic 
materials 10 form models and prototype parts: (c) Puhlicly
owncd corporations: in f IJ9-t. Stralasys offered ils shares on 
the NASDA<) 'itock market (IJSA ). Two other manufac
turers in the I JSA arc also puhlicly owned corporations (JD 
sy,tems and Soligcn): (d) Ci1SI metal parts: ProJCCtS iO\olv
ing ca<;t metal arc hccoming more and more sophisticated. 
3() Sy'ilems (Valencia. CA. USA) produced a -t-cylinder 
engine hlock casting. complete with cast-in waler jackets 
ilnd cored pa-;sagewa} 'i for ~krcedcs-Benz (Stuttgart. 
C icrrnan~ I in nnl~ live wel•k-;, using !heir C)uickCast 
pr<Keo;o; "ioligcn ·' Parts Now unit I ~orthridgc. ( · :\. I JSA) 
produced a function;il metal protot~pc of a complex engine 
cornponcnl for C'.11erpillar m one \\eek h) u-;mg !he 
l"11111p;111~ ·, propridar~ Direct "ih~·ll l'ro<luctmn C!'llll!.! 

ll>Sl'C't . ..:a.::11;! 11 ;n .1h1111m111m. he;ll treating ir ;111.! 
ddt\•:rtng lhc rari for m-1;ilL11111n (Source: l?<1f'1d 
/•,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,1'. Sr.If,· uf rh.· fnlrn111. I'>'• 1-'l' W11rld1\ulc 
l'ri 1!-!rl'" I<.: port. \\ 11h kr, ·\ '""l t lte'. { 1.1>. !{ "h:c B11\10l"'' 
Par\... I'! I Rl\c·r<>.11' l>rt\c hirtl "f!m, 1·,,:nr;h!1.llO~::!\ 

!'\.\ . ..\prtl 1•1•>'it 
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C. RAPID PROTOTYPING AND CAD/CAM 

Round-up of new developments 
Makers of rapid prololyping equipmenl have recenll~; 

displayed !heir equipmenl. which is more sophislicaled. 
ha\'ing new ma!erials. making smoo1her. lougher pans a! a 
lower cosl. Several manufaclurers are de\·eloping. their first 
ceramic mJdels which are aimed at making roots direcrly 
by methods such as inl..jel printing. phorocuring and sheet 
lamination. In CADC AM sotiware. the latest updates are 
also more flexible and less expensive with se\·eral ad\ances 
in mould-filling analysis. 

Sanders Prototype Inc .. Willon. Nit USA. has pro
duced an unusual new desk-top prototyper and plans to 
introduce a larger protot~ per that prints ceramics. If 
successfol. this would be th.: first to make highly accurate 
ceramic models of 0.003-inch layers. Cubital Ltd .. Israel. 
is also developing a cerdmic model for low-production 
tools. Its technology builds prototypes by spreading a layer 
of photosensitive polymer. curing ii "'ith UV light through 
a computer-generated mask. \acuuming off uncured resin 
and filling in the spaces with water-soluble wax. 

Ueli!:ys Inc.. 'forrance. California. was recently 
awarded a US$ 3.5 million US Federal Advanced Research 
Projects Agency grant. with the Univ:=rsity of Dayton 
Research Institute. to de,·elop ceramic composite materials 
for its lamination technique using a carbcn dioxide laser to 
cut sheets of plastic-coated bulcher· s paper and bond them 
into light. solid prolotypes. llowewr. paper blocks de
laminale with moisture. The ci:ramic composite lamination 
will make m.1fe moisture-resistant pauerns and low
production moulds. 

S!ralasys Inc .. Edi:n Prairie. MinnesGta. has introduced 
its first dual-material. rapid prototyping system. in which 
a new ABS filamenl makes the model and suppons. and a 
second. low-tempera!ure blue wax makes a thin release 
layer between the model and support. allowing the supports 
to break off cleanly. This technique mells and laminates a 
thermoplastic filament. making an outline pass wi!h fila
ment to obtain a smooth outer surface. It then builds layers 
ba1.:k and forth with !he filament. 

Developments are still continuing in me!al modelling 
where dimensional problems exist. DTM Corp .. Austin. 
Texas. IJSA ... 111ers prototypes using la~er light and is 
planning to ha.<.: three trial sill•s in use soon so as lo 
improve a<.:curacy. The~ have added a new ··fine nylon·· 
material. 50-micron powder instl'ad of IOO micron. which 
sinter\ into a smoother prototype. They plan to introduce 
two new thernwplastic modelling material<, soon with 
hopefully even hetter finishes than tine nylon. al lower 
temperatures. 

lmage\\are. Ann ;\rhor. Michigan. has developed a 
'"Surfacer'" rc\erse engineering program which accepts scan 
da!a representing complex -'-I> dimension.ii objects. such as 
the human face. II absorbs the data. which may contain 
millions of 1m:;1surernenr poinrs. proccv;i:<, lhe data cloud 
mto a meaningful (·AD mo<lcl and creates the(' AI> surface 
directly from rhe data cloud. acrnrdin!! to lhc company. 
Apparent(:'.,, the ··interrogation tool\'" ;.:an he used to 
validate that a complex surface such as an air foil was huilt 
as designed. 

Alias R.:.s•:ard• Inc .. Toronto. Canada. ha' introduced 
enhancements lo ih software and reduced prices. "' 
Srudiol'aint Vi:rsion ::! 0 s11frware can now run on rhc 

lowest enlry-level Silicon Graphics workstations. Indy and 
Indigo 2. for reasonable prices. Cray Research Inc .. Eagan. 
Minnesola. launched a new low-priced J90 series of super
computers slatting with th1! J916 which is a sim::ilation 
server for small to medium-sized companies. The 
company"s new CMLogic Version 2.0 analysis software. 
wilh new design-of-experiments and moulding simulation 
capabilities. runs exclusively on Cray·s supercomputers. 
Exa Corp .. Cambridge. Mass .. USA. introduced ils first 
beta software called ""Ex~Resolute"". a progra1a1 for fluid 
now analysis. claimed to be more accurate and faster than 
standard programs. The new software is based on different 
mathematics than conventional analysis. It takes a model 
that assumes a rectilinear grid filled with macro molecular 
particles which move and collide. giving a more accurate 
now simulation than before. At present it is being tested 
for automotive air now analysis. but can be used for 
applications such as injection mould filling. fuel injection 
and water cooling. Motdnow Ply. Ltd .. Australia. has been 
canying out research on a ne\t flow analysis packing for 
coinjection moulding using a grant from the Australian 
government. Testing is expected in approximately two 
years. 

AC Technology Nonh America. Louisville. Kentucky. 
has introduced a new version of its C-MOLD analysis soft
ware for injection. gas-assist. coinjeclion. RIM. blow
moulding and 1hermoforming. It includes a new module 
entitled ""Rapid Designer'" with data on numerous resins. 
injection moulding machines. coolants and mould bases. 
AC Technology say it can be used to predict pan cost. fill 
time. clamp force. injection pressure. cycle time and 
coolant requirements. The ver:1ion for blow moulders also 
includes new animation so that engineers can simulate the 
parison inflating or being pre-blown and then blown. The 
image can then be manipulated by splitting the mould 
halves and angling the view to check a pinchoff. (Source: 
l'lastin Wor/L/. February 1995) 

Speedier tools 
Following recent software trends. design. analysis and 

manufacturing software now goes far beyond quickly 
making 2-D drawings. The more sharply focusi:d software 
packages can tackle tougher technical problems. Manufac
turing engineers can locate inlets. runners and insulation for 
greater productivity. especially when casting parts from 
unfamiliar alloys using casting analysis sof1ware. ll may 
take a couple of days lo set up and run the model. but 
dozens of various <.:C..'iting conditions can be examined in 
several days. Another trend is that developers are \triting 
software that more easily swaps data wirh other packages. 
For insiance. one o;oflware developer has integrated mecha
nical motion with s!ress analysis and optimi7.ztion. opera
tions !hat car~ 1ogether provide a poten! engineering 
package and eliminate the time and potential errors of data 
exchange. 

The most significan! devclopmen!s in !hese field~ 
should he examined more clo~ely. Solid models are quick I} 
gaining acceptance as perhaps !he hest way in which t(' 
hegin a design. e~·cn those which arc predominantly 2-D 
.\uch as sheet metal paltcrns Analysis oflen starts with a 
~olio model taken from an .ss\emhly of par1s that wa·; 
examined for mt•·rf::rence. Several companies have 
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de~·etoped p.lCkages that have pioneered modelling S) stems 
a"owing the users to change models by typing in new 
dimensions or allowing sever.ii dimensions to be a fonction 
of a user-supplied vaiue and upda!ing these Jimensions 
when that value changes. Such fea1ures are now almost 
commonplace. Developers a.re now looking for ways in 
which to quickly r.lake :node! changes. An important 
de\elopment has been the emergence of capable entry-lewl 
packages. Many engineers only require the abili1y to step 
up to solid modelling from 2-D drawings but wan! to a\·oid 
the limitations of wire fr:une or surface only packages. 

Mechanism analysis. or motion simulation software. 
is receiving a great deal of attenlion from developers and 
users. One developer reports that work has been ca."Tied out 
closely with se\eral automolive companies which would 
allow automotive maker.- to assemble software ~omponents 
and dynamically model proposed vehicles. This me1iloJ 
shows the way in which companies may have buill proto
types using existing components. such as engines or lrans
missions. test it in an existing car and report on the 
findings. Today"s scenario would be that an engineer could 
work from a menu of software modules representing exist
ing components ranging from engines. suspensions. or new 
ralios in an existing 1ransmis-;ion. The engineercculd 1hen 
pull software models for e2ch component in10 a masler 
menu and within a few hours .. lest drive .. 1he .. software 
car .. and reveal any handicaps. After 1he necessary modi
fications. the R&D team would t.ave a belier idea of which 
existing components match lhe product specification. If no 
existing component matches the ~. cifications. these are 
a\·ailable for 1he company to approach suppliers with. 

Software has also been made easier for the user. 
Some comp<lnies now offer 2-D analysis packages with a 
sophistication that was previously only available with 
expensi .. ·e software set ups. It is now possible to have an 
on-screen control panel which lets users operale mecha
nisms. Graphs can be made automatically during operation 
and help analyse the reach of a unit and how much load it 
might safely pick up. One particular package includes fric
tion and intermiuent contact. phenomena which are fre
quently present in mechanisms but difficult to account for. 

Optimizers tools that find the best size. shape and 
thickness for a design· s dimensions -have also progressed. 
An approach from one company can find the bes: location 
for support members after given constraints. loading and an 
allowable volume. Engineers might not necessarily pick the 
best spot. or may include redundant members when decid· 
ing where to locate the supports. Once !he location and the 
type of beams arc selected. a more traditional type of 
oplim izcr can select the most favourable dimension for the 
item such as material thickness or channel Jcpth. 

Design for manufacturing and assembly sotiware can 
computerize time-cutting processes previously largely 
ignored. The software can allow the engineer to estimate 
pan counts and costs in a given design. When using the 
software for the first time. users eslahlish a benchmark hy 
descrihing how pans in a product go together: the software 
gives the assemhl} tim- and cost. hascd on prevailing 
lahour costs. One lhcol} states !hat shortening as,crnhly 
time~ and improved rroduct rcliahilit) can come from 
reducing !he number of pans. This is ;ichieved h) corn
hinmg pan functions. for instance. eliminating nuts and 
holt·. in favour of snap lit<;. A-; the numher of pans 
decreases. the complexity of those remaining on mcrca'e 
1'11h design can hdp the user lo determine how hc<,t to 
manufacture lhe rcma111ine: pans 
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Knowledee roses can store a wide ranee of informa
tion. such as- rules. guidelines. tables ind equations 
normally used to design products. The software can consull 
the rules and guidelines in far less time than a hum:m 
would need when cksigning the pan. This has largely been 
ignored in the part due to the time inrnhed. cost and 
manpower to start with. Howe\·er. once installed. consider
able 53\·i.1_!?-:. both in time and money can be achie·;ed. 

r...a111d prototyping has caught on because the models 
produced can give designers an instant insight into their 
creations. When handline such a model. desieners can 
instantly knew what needs to be changed-an ~n-screen 
mcdel cannot pro\·ide such feedback. Emphasis has been 
placed on low-cost modellers and new meth'-lds for building 
in,·estment casting panems. 

Manufacturing and processes are also experiencing 
more intense analysis scrutiny. It is known that complex 
geometry and the molten material make some mo!llds diffi
cult to fill without generating scrap. Dimensional :oler
ances. shrinkage and hardness are a tew more problems 
which casting shops face. Software can show how molten 
metal will flow into a die. hllw it will solidi!} and then 
look for problems such as a cold shot that freezes prema
turely. 

Other trends aimed at cutting production schedules 
include milling with multi-axis machines rather than three
axis mills. For example. an engine block can be tixtured 
several times on a three-axis mill; a five-axis machine can 
have rotary axes and a tilting head. allowing it to do more 
wor:. with one tool and without repositioning the block. 

In addition. one of the better applications of \·irtual
reality soft"are checks toolpaths for accuraq. In a simu
lated removal process. users sec the final part take shape. 
e\·en seeing the fine scallops that a tool lea\·es. 

Rapid manufacturing. possibly the next step after 
virtual reality and rapid prototyping. is beginning lo take 
shape. Direct shell process casting is a recent process that 
jets an adhesive binding agent onto layers of casting 
ceramic. producing complex moulds and cvenmallyfinished 
parts in relatively short periods. 

1 lowever. none of the ahove can be achieved without 
the proper equipment and training of the staff to operate it. 
Items such as a properly sized monitor. third-party software 
and up-to-date training all improve the design department· s 
efficiency. (Source: CADCA.\I f'lanninx 1995) 

Partnership in virtual prototyping development 
Five of the world's leading automobile manufacturers 

have joined forces with the \\orld"s leading mechanical
simulation software developer. Mechanical Dynamics Inc. 
(MDI). Ann Arbor. Michigan. USA. to gain strategic 
advantages from virtual prototyping. a way of using soft
ware to lest-drive products via the compulcr. Strategic 
hcncfits will accme for hoth partners: for the supplier as 
lhcy confront new criteria for manufacturing success and 
for the software supplier as ii creates cu~to111cr value hy 
working closer with kc} U\cr.;. One of the goals i\ lo 
amplif~ the stralcgic value of the sotiwarc through the 
dcvcl11prncnl of a version that can he c.1sily customized to 
meet the indi\'idual requirements of each compan:y. MDI is. 
in dlcct. integrating ih custonwrs inlo ii!. R&I> process so 
a•; lo develop products of the greatest utility. It can aho he 
seen a" <1n example of a soltwar~· corn ran~ u'1ng the con
(ept of m.1" product inn and conrcptual!y modifying it to 
r• Jke ii pos~ihlc to !'.l\C calh rn·.to•ner a product "1th a 
c u~rom i1cd content. 
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:\ further goal is the aim to make the mechanical
simulation tool widely anilable throughout the fi,·e 
organizatioos as an enterprise-wide solution and not 
keeping it in the enginuring departments. The companies 
can make its mechanical-simulation tools something which 
various departments might use. including such functions as 
testing. design. development. research and management. 

The software has re" olutionized the design proce:.s for 
many firms in a wide range of industries. Telescoping the 
time factor is the big advantage of virtual prototyping. 
because the mechanical product and it~ !.ubsy!.iems can be 
built significantly faster on a computer-and it can 
certainly be tested faster. Consi-ier how much time could 
be saved by letting the computc:r analyse how different 
transmissions affect \·chicle beh:.wiour as opposed to 
remo"·ing and installing JitTerent variations in an actual 
physical prototype. In addition. tests run on the computer 
are repeatable. and automobiles are not the only application 
for virtual prototyping. They arc merely representative of 
the complex systems problems of many products. 

When viewed as a whole. the new value set will go 
far beyond the usual benefits of this type of software
shorter product-de\·elopment cycles. reduction in hardware 
prototypes. together with a greater ability to consider 
design alternatives. Both partners will gain a unique added 
v·alue from this process. The automobile companies ensure 
the besl possible solution of common prototyping problems. 
whilst the special efforts of the software provider tend to 
prevent competitors from making inroads. 

It is envisaged that the software which will be 
developed will allow engineers to create computer models 
of vehicles with accurate representations of assemblies 
such as suspension. power-trains. engines and steering 
mechanisms. as well as traction. anti-lock braking and other 
control systems. The engili::ers will then be able to exercise 
the compuler model under various road conditions to 
accurately predicr handling characteristics. ride quality. 
"·ehicle safety and perfonnance parameters in the early 
design stages. Custom interfaces will allow engineers and 
designers to creale and exercise models wilh minimal 
training. (Source: lndu.vtry ll'c.·k. Ma~ 1995) 

Progress made in rapid prototyping 
Rapid Pwlotyping enables the fas! 1ranslation of CAD 

designs into cast metal protolypes. Progress in computer 
techn()logies has also resulted in speed~ devclopmenrs in 
this field. 3D Systems· C)uickCasl I. I \ersion offers new 
possibililies in rapid prot11typing processes. When used in 
investmenr cas1ing 1he ste;reoli1hography process used can 
shorten 1hc time from design 10 finished casting dramati
cally as it is no longer necessary lo produce intenncdiate 
lools for wax panems. In addilion. lhe new version enables 
the prnduclion of pallcms thal arc nol solid hut have an 
inlernal open honeycomb ~lructure. These inlernal cavilies 
enable the dirccl use of ~lereolithography parts as 
comhus1ihlc patlerns. Previously the usual solid SI.A parts 
were only p;irrially s11i1ahle for such applicalions as 
pressure increased durin!! lhc comhuslion of lhc pallem 
possihly resuhmg 111aacksm1he ceramic mould shell. The 
honey wmh slruclllre now achievable pr°" ides for lhc rapid 
and rnmpkle discharge of lhe rc,idual liquid from lhe 
c,;;1\ i1ics. The remaining open ca\ ily ,1n11:111re ensures lhe 
1apid discharge of lhe ha\c~ forrnin)! durin)! cornhuslion 
l'he llC\\ o;ofl\\ilrl" \ cro;ion aho pro\ ides for a heller surface 

quality through the option called .. Thickskins·· where three 
closing layers arc automati~ally produced for the areas of 
the ccmponent facing upwards and downwards respectively. 

The cl'!nj)30y says that this software was used to 
de\·elop a complete aluminium engine block at Mercedes
Benz AG. the first time that an entire engine block was 
im·estment cast. Reportedly the process took five weeks. 
compared to 40-50 weeks which is typical for conventional 
methods. The method has also been successfully used by a 
medical products company which specializes in the produc
tion of orthopaedic components for rebuilding joints. The 
company. Johnson & Johnson Medical Products (Raynham. 
Mass .. USA) was the first company to use the stereolitho
graphy process for product development in the medical sec
tor. The process enables them to handle an order. perhaps 
requiring the production of a number of special components 
for knee implants. in the shones! possible time. Prior to 
this it was only possible to implement this with the assis
tance of a good toolmaker who would have had to indivi
dually modify standard series patterns by hand to suit the 
relevant special items. (Source: Giesserei 82 (1995). 
No. 17. p. 626) 

The competitive edge through rapid prototyping 
Rapid prototyping has the potential for significantly 

increasing the competitiveness of a mar.ufacturing 
company. It is claimed that this technolr.gy can facilitate 
substantial r.:ductions in product development times and 
improved product quality. There are two perceived and 
distinct roles for rapid prototyping: ( 1) as a three
dimensional plot of CAD data to prove the design intent 
:md the quality of the information prior to using the data 
for manufacture: (2) as a means to create rapid master 
patterns for use in so-called soft tooling (rapid tooling) 
applications for niche market production. 

When co11sidering the time and cost implu.:ations. the 
first rde is straightforward and well exploited in manu
fac1uring sectors. There are well defined commercial 
reasons to prove data prior to committing to expensive and 
time-consuming tooling. TJ;e second role is less understood 
and contains significantly more variables. It is clear that 
manufacturing industry will no! benefit from these tech
niques if it perceives rapid prototyping as a ""high-tech'" 
model-making system and its ap!llications as a cheap short
cul. 

The major benefit of rapid prototyping can be seen as 
time-saving. Any of the sy~tems a\failable will save a 
significanl amount of time when integrated into the 
development cycle. However. how many busines!>es can 
quan1ify time as an overall cost and prefer to utilize tried 
and lesled longer routes which have hiddeil overheads or 
perceived lower slep incremental cos1s? Ultimately a 
50-10 per cent time-saving should equate to earning 
revenue sooner. eslablishing a leading position in a market 
before rhe competition and improving the overall quality of 
1hc product for less C<'SI. 

II is importanl lo consider rapid prolotyping as a 
<.:ontrihuiory facror in slwnening lhe complete development 
procc.'is 1hrough 10 production. The greatesl commercial 
.1dvan1age is only ohlaincd when an organization is able lo 
implemenl slralegically lhe whole of the rapid prototyping 
and toolin)! process. This would enlail a cultural change. 
lirrn commilmcnt anJ drive from lop-level managemcnl in 
any company (Source· f:11g111,•1•rmg. November 1994 I 

l'agl' ·I I 
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D. RAPID PROTOTYPING AND STANDARDS 

Changing manufacturing and its standards 
It is said that rapid prototyping will do for 

m311ufacturing what the copy machine diJ for the office
revolutionize it. As a method for fabricating physical 
parts directly from computer aided design data. rapid 
prototyping has recei\·eJ the strongest sup~rt from the 
automotive industry. the medical device industry and the 
casting industry. Howe\·er. the technology stretches far 
beyond these industries. and there is probably no industry 
that cannot benefit from it. 

Being less expensi"·e and faster than tradition.ii 
mould-making methods. rapid processing processes employ 
a computer to design a part and then control a laser. 
extruder or other device to actually form the smaller 
shapes that comprise the whole part. Experience has showr 
that the technology has enormou-. advantages when making 
extremely complex parts. 

Even with the euphoria around the rapid grov.1h 
of the techn.>logy. industry has recognized the need 
for consensus standards which relate directly to rapid 

f'a~1· .J.' 

prototyping. It is planned lo h;m:! a methoJ of testing that 
allows a benchmark to be drawn against which the process 
3Jld materials can he used. To th is effect. an initial Jrafi of 
a test method for tensile testing of rapid prototyping has 
recently been circulated to the members of the Sub
committee E28. I 6 on Rapid Prototyping of the American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). This test 
method covers the determination of the tensile properties of 
computer-directed. layer-by-layer-produced components 
when tested under defined conditions of pre-treatment. 
temperature.humidity. support remo" al and testing machine 
speed. A !though materials testing is the main thrust of the 
subcommittee. there is also ... n amount of computer tech
nology that needs to be addressed as well. Ti1e Sub
committee will focus its efforts on the development of 
standard test methods for detc:rmining the characteristicsof 
parts fabricated using rapid prototyping techniques. The 
three main areas of concentration are: (I) mechanical pro
perties: (2) morphological properties; and (3) materials pro
perties. (Source: ASTM Standardi:ation News. April IQQ5) 
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E. INTERNATIONAUNATIONAL PROGRAMMES 
AND PROJECTS 

Australia's experienc._Queensland response 
Due to its geographic situation Australia is insular at 

times. in that it can experience a lack ofawarenessoftime
c.1-markct pressures. minimal export awareness and a lack 
of in-house professional design and engineering capa
bilities. llte Queensland Manufacturing Institute (QMI) was 
established in 1993 to meet the nec.:Js of small and 
medium-sized manufacturers. The concept behind t'te estab
lishment of QM I was to complement planning aspects with 
practical. applied access to ad .. ·anced design. de\·elopment 
and manufacturing technologies. The focus of QMI is on 
rapid product de\elopment and ad .. ·anced manufacturing 
technologies suitable for local manufacturers invoh·ing 
operation within a technology conlinuum ranging from 
emerging to mature technologies. 

Res<arch and development activity at QMI inrnh·es 
local. national and i'.''cmational partners. Its key inno\·ation 
capabilities relate to accelerated product de .. ·clopment for 
small and medium manufacturers: rapid development of 
short-run tooling related to plasiic injection moulding. 
squeeze casting. die casting. and in-.·estrnent casting tech
niques: and medical applica1ions of rapid protolyping tech
niques. including the manufacture of tailor-made prosthetic 
de\ ices. 

Experience at QM I has shown !hat !he use of a simple 
methodology and a ··1oolbox .. can facilitale a closer 
working rclalionship across the supply nclwork. and uhi
ma!ely facilitate bc:11t·r and more proli1ahle products 
hrought 10 the market in a speedier fashion. This toolbox 
addresses organizational issues. design and management 
kchniques. and appropriatt• technologies thal can be used 
by companies undertaking accelera!ed ;>roducl de\·clop
menl programmes. The approach of Q:\11 and i1s cliems 
combines the most appropriate subset of !he loolbox to 
y icld a pilol project for an improved product developmcnl 
process oplimized for the needs of 1he smaller organizalion. 
QMI consultan:s found that lechnology in particular had an 
important role 10 play in breaking do\\n harriers between 
departments and organizations in a country as large as 
Australia. 

rhc slrncmrc of !he m.muf;icluring induslry in 
:\uslralia ;md a hi<ilory t>f reliance on prolcclion and 
primal} induslry manda!cs gm ernmcnt in1en en! ion. l)M I 
pro\idcs a nc\\ model for praclical gO\cmment assislancc 
\\ ith ;1d\anceJ manufacluring 1cchnology and proces' 
impro\emcnl for small and medium manufacturers 

For more information contacl: Ian lla)ne;. 
<)uccn,land Manufacturing lnstitulc. PC> Box .to 12. Fight 
Mile Plains. Brishanc..t 111. <)ueensland. Australia. I Source: 
Rapid Sein. Vol. 1. No 2. 1995) 

Japan - hardware costs drop 
I hl· fapanc'c Mm1,tr) of lnrerrlillional I rade and 

lnduslr) ( l\1lll) has recenll) heµun a four-) ear 11ss R-10 
11111l111n proJe(t 111 'upport the de\ i:lopmcnt of a rapid 
prolol) pmi.: ")'lcm that small and medium-siJ'ed firms can 
afford :\'rapid protol)Plll!! ') \lerns 111 Japan arc e\tremel) 
C\pcrhi\c. cost i' a maror i'suc there. Another prohlcrn thal 
fap;mesc rapid prolol) pc mal..ns face ;, that the) 11111\I 

rmporl l..e) component\. including l.1,er' .. ;1d !!·'''·"'omeler 

mirrors. The Ml rl project may well address these areas as 
\\ell. 

Rapid prototyping sys1ems ava;:able in Japan are 
similar 10 those in 1he US:• •. The 1 .. ::Jing Japanese \endor 
is Computer Modeling and Engineering Technology Inc. 
(CMET) which was established as a joint ,·enture by 
Mitsubishi Corp .. NIT Data Communication Systems and 
Asahi Denka Kogyo. The technique employed by CMET is 
similar 10 that of 3D Systems Inc .. Valencia. California. 
whereby a laser is used 10 cure photosensitive polymer in 
the required shape. The 1echnique is called .. soup- (solid 
object ultraviolel laser ploner) and originates from research 
at the Nagoya Municipal Industrial Research Institute. The 
company is currently working on improvements in several 
areas. Epoxy-based resins are a popular means of gelling 
more accurate models and to reduce shrinkage and distor
lion. The latest CMET applicator takes less than 30 seconds 
to traverse i1s build plane. The company foresees that more 
1han 1.000 stereolithography systems will be installed in 
Japan by the year 2000. It plans to focus its efforts on !he 
Asian region. having already exported 300 systems to 
\arious coun1ries in 1his area. The company feels !hat 
Europe is too remote for marketing purpo~es and that it is 
locked out of the USA. both b) the lead held by 3D 
Syslems. and by !he uncertainty o\·er licensing and patenls. 
The company cannot be sure of all the dc1ails of patents 
held by 3lJ Systems. because the USA pateni S)Stem does 
no! ha\·e disclosure. The outcome oftite Japan-USA Frame
\rnrk T:ilks Agreement. under which the USA should intro
duce disclosure in exchange for a Japanese commitment to 
has1en palenl processing is uncertain -~ii may or may no! 
make the 30 Systems patent portfolio transparent enough 
for CMET 10 assess whether !he USA is free of legal land 
mines. CMET holds around 50 patents in Japan. and 
several in !he USA. 3D Systems has roughly the same 
number of peripheral patents in Japan and world-wide. 
CMET \\ill consider exporting to the USA wht>n these 
palent procedures arc resohcd. 

Another company. Sony Corp .. has models which 
m.1uire i'OSl·curing. This compan~ believes !hat ils syslem 
has ad .. a11tagcs ,wer the SOUP syslem. For example. !he 
entire res n lank c:in rise 10 bring !he liquid closer 10 the 
laser ligh; source. hoosting accuracy. wilh !he laser spol 
size being adjustable as well. The la1es1 machine from Sony 
can also adjust lo different parame1ers for each layer thus 
helping pre\ert shrinkage and Ji-;lortion: an applicalor has 
hccn angled 10 countcracl dislortion caused by surface 
lens ion. 

The third-large~! supplier of rapid prolotyping 
machines. Teijin Seiki. uses stcrcolilhography machines 
u'ing ureth;mc ac11 la1c pholopol} mers and can handle a 
model cn .. elopc of ~00 nm. on a side. These machines arc 
rnainl: 11'\Cd in !he electronics and autornolivc induslrics. 

Ma:sushita Uectric lnduslrial Co. is one "f1he higgcsl 
users of rapid protolyping in Japan. II has two SOI II' 
'} \lcms in !he die and mould department al ils 
Manufacturing S: slems Fnginecrin~ Ccnler in C >saka. The} 
plan to acquire more machines" hen lhc budget allow<; it. 
Rapid protot: ping rs mair:ly used here in developing fans 
the annu;il production is 22 million in 200 \aricties. The 
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technique provides considerable savings for them. as the 
typical prorotype test cycle for a fan must be repeated 
I 0 or 20 times. Matsushita say that rapid prototyping has 
cut design development from four weeks to ten day! and 
cut the cost by more than half. The comp..,ny also gives 
rapid prototyping the credit for cutting the time needed to 
get the product on the market. (Source: .\fachiN Desi~n. 
November I 99.i) 

L<'ng-term approach to RP in Japan 
Organizations in Japan are channelling talent 2nd 

research funds into the development and application of 
rapid prototyping technologies. Japan has. in particular. 
taken a long-term approach to understanding market needs 
and requirements while refining stereolithography. 

Even though there is a choice of 14 different rapid 
prototyping systems available in Japan. less than 120 
systems are in operation in the country. The limited use of 
CAD solid modelling has been a limiting factor in the low 
volume of sales; however. solid modelling is beginning to 
take off in Japan. This will play a critical role in the 
growth of rapid prototyping in the country. as a digital 
model is needed before a rapid prototyped part can be 
produced. If a CAD model has to be produced for the pur
pose of rapid prototyping. the result can be that rapid 
prototyping is too costly. 

Companies in Japan are developing and refining rapid 
prototyping tech11ologies quickly. Much of what is available 
meets. or e•.-en exceeds. the capabilities of American or 
European technologies. Many companies are. at present, 
concentrating on enhancing the . capabilities oi their 
technologies. with particular emphasis on accuracy. They 
see a need to refine their processc~ O\<er time. working 
closely with their customers to define market needs and 
requirements. (Source: Rapid Prototyping: Stute of the 
lndu.ftry. !994-95 Worldwide Progress Report, Wohlers 
Associates, OakRidge Business Park. 1511 Ri .. ·er Oak 
Drive, Fort Collins, Colorado 80525. USA) 

The European experience in rapid prototyping 
Even though rapid prototyping was pioneered in the 

USA. European countries are catching on fast to this 
technology. Over the past couple of years several Gem1an 
applied research centres and a number of companies have 
been collaborating to develop this technology. As a result. 
some of the most advanced work is now appearing in 
Gennany. 

The most popular fonn of rapid prototyping in 
Gennany is ster .. olithography. which builds models by 
repeated!} appl] mg, and then curing with a laser. thin 
layers of photoreactive polymer. One of the leading 
research institutes. the Fraunhofer Institute in Aachen. is 
researching on improving dimensional tolerances in large 
modci~. The Frauhhofcr Institute is also focusing on so
called fused-deposition moddling. using polymer and wax 
to fonn layers of a 3-D m11dcl. S~hncidcr Protf'lyping 
Cimbll in Bad Kn:uznach say they arc able to produce 
models up to 100 mm long with a 0.001 mm tolerance. 
Service bureaux arc appearing rapidly all O\cr the country. 
A r.rowing number of European companies arc beginning 
to field their own version' of rapid protot~ ping tcchnolo·:v. 
For instance Electro Optical S}'lcm' Cimhll. Muni.;! .. 
offers two vcr~ion~ of a la,cr-b.1,cd 'tcrcolithography 
syr.tcm. Spara\ AB. Sweden. is marketing a '~~!cm .... hich 
constructs model\ by hondinl: 'heel\ of poly'I} rcnc. 
Laser l>.I in Nanc}. l·rance. ha' dc\clopcd :i hiµh-,pccd 
la\cr-ba\cil .;tcrcolithograph~. 

1'11~1· 1-1 

In manufacturing industry. perhaps the most notable 
users of rapid prototyping are found in the automotive 
industry with the Rover Group. UK. being the largest. 
close!\· followed bv BMW in Gennanv. BMW AG used 
rapid Prototyping t~ reduce its product-design cyde for a 
particular car component from 12 to three weeks. However. 
engineers had to im.-est mono time in generating high
quality data for the prototype model by ensuring thai their 
CAD descriptions contained no voids or undefined surfaces, 
otherwise the software used would become confused and 
ger.~'."lte faulty data requiring manual corrections. (Source: 
.\fa<:hine CksiK". October 199.i) 

UK Rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing Associa
tion 

This is a newly established non-profit association 
dedicated to assistir.g manufacturing companies. research 
and technology organizations in the UK in making 
advances in rapid prototyping. In particular the association 
aims at: (a) pro·..-iding a forum for the exchange of 
experience-based infonnation on accuracy, surface finish 
and operating costs of each technique in rapid prototyping; 
(b) fostering the formation of consortia of non-competing 
companies to develop techniques; and (c) making available 
iniormation from overseas centres of excellence on best 
practice. (Source: A((U.·hinery and Production Engineering, 
2 June 1995) 

The International Rapid Prototyping Association 
(IRPA), UK 

The Rapici Prototyping and Tooling Club (RP&T), 
which was managed by the Warwick Manufacturing Group. 
Coventry, UK. and now in its third year of existence, 
is transfonning itself into the International Rapid 
Prototyping Association (IRPA). Membership of the club 
has grown beyond expectation in tenns of level of interest 
and diversification of membership, numbering almost 
12,000 world-wide. Through its concentration on techno
logy transfer, the Club established a reputation and level of 
service to inc'ustry that was hard to beat. 

Tht• -:!..:cision to transform the Club into the IRPA was 
taken as the point had been reached where it was con
sidered appropriate to have an industry-led organization to 
continue and develop the level of support expected from 
the members. A committee has been established to manage 
the Club during the transition period. The initial work of 
this committee has been to establish the direction of the 
IRPA, a constitution and suitable electoral and management 
procedures. The fonnal transformation took place in June 
1995. All commitments of the original RP&T Club will be 
honoured by the IRPA and they look to expand the activi
ties to reflect the professionalism and drive of the IRPA. 

People interested in joining the IRPA should contact: 
Tim Plunkett, Chainnan, IRPA. c. o Formation Engineering 
Services Ltd., lJnit A3. Spinnaker House. llempstead Lane. 
Ciloucester Cil.2 6YA, llK. (Source: Rapid .'\'ews. Vol. 3. 
No. 2. l 995) 

Round-up of European research programmes 
M11s1 European programmes concentrate on the 

application of existing technologies :ind on educational 
need~ and opphrtunities as opposed lo dc\cloping new 
'~ slem technologies. This doc\ not mean that no 
dcvcloprn.:nl~ of 11cv: systems take place in I.mope lof 
which Cicrmany lrad~ in d.:.,.ch1p111g systems). resc;1rch in 
Luropc !!Cnerally takes place throu~h .:0111hi11cd consortia 
acti\ ities. due large I} lo the fonding availabk· from ihc 
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European Union. The following European pmgrammcs are 
of particular interest: 

CARP: The Computer Aided Rapid Protot~ping 
(CARP) is a three-year consortium supported by Europe· s 
ElJREKA programme. II focu~son integrating elements of 
CAD. CAE. RP. interfaces. working practices and model 
de\·elopment. 

EARP: The European Action on Rapid PrOlolyping 
{EA RP) is a three-year project formed lo 5'!rve as a central 
forum for information ex\:hange and cooperation a11d 10 
establish new R&:D areas in Europe. At the beginning of 
1995. the consortium comprised 35 acti\·e partners from 
universities. research centres and private industry working 
on 17 programmes. These included the organization of con
krences and exhibitions focusing on advances in medical 
modelling using rapid prototyping. 

INST ANTCAM: This project was lo improve and 
increase the use of rapid prf c1lyping technology through a 
partnership of 11 organizations from five countries. 

NOR-SL-.: This was a Nordic industrial research 
project entitled Machining Data for Production of Stereoli
thography Models. Its basic objectives were to perform 
research to detea-mine how SLA models could be produced 
with the best possible dimensional accuracy and surface 
finish at the lowest possible cost. This project has spurred 
.;. farther. larger project within the Nordic region on Layer 
Manufacturing. involving 40 companies and institutes. 

Fraunhofitr Soc:~ty: Some impressive work is being 
carried out al the various Fraunhofer Institutes in Germany. 
The centre-point of their work on rapid prototyping is the 
WISA project which aims to: (I) develop 3-D digitizing 
technologies for reverse engineering; (2) address software 
and data transfer issues using STEP: and (3) develop rapid 
prototyping techMlogies for the production of metallic pro
totype parts and tools. (Source: Rapid Prototyping: State of 
the Industry. 1994-95 Worldwide Progress Report, Wohlers 
Associates. OakRidge Business Park. 1511 Ri"·er Oak 
Drive. Fort Collins. Colorado 80525. USA. April 1995) 
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F. MARKETING 

1811 to enter the rapid prototyping market? 
IBM may soon enrer the rapid prototyping marker 

with technology developed at irs T. l Watson Research 
Laborarory. Ir recently showed an engineering model of an 
apparatus that builds up prototypes from thin layers of 
extruded th-:rmoplastic marerial. The company says it is 
presently e\ ;iluating different options for commercializing 
its rapid prototyping technology. either through partnership 
with anoth<::"r company. or bringing its machines onto the 
market alon.:. The machines are apparently small enough 
to fit on a desktop and have a reasonably low price label. 

The IBM technology employs an innovative pump
and-nozzle assembly to exrrude the plastic material and can 
handle materials of widely varying viscosities allowing the 
machine to build models using a variety of 1hennoplas1ic 
raw malerials. This assembly allow~ fast changeovers 
belween modelling materials. though switching by purging 
the pump and adjusting the nozzle and takes approximately 
five minutes. accordine to IBM. The materials used consist 
of three t: pes: one th.it is adequare to mould material for 
investment casts. another more tlexible elastomer analogous 
to synlhetic rubber. and a third that is rigid enough to be 
machined. They plan to employ the same technology to 
accommodate adaitional materials such as ceramics. The 
machine has even been used to produce proiotypes from 
chocolate! 

IBM has also written so ti ware that automatically plans 
supporting structures for prototypes under construction. 
Special supports are needed when models contain 
overhanging features: without these. the overhang-; would 
sag while the modelling material hardened. IBM say that 
the software can recognize and compensate for problems 
commonly found in stereolithography fonnat files. such as 
hole:; in defined surfaces and similar geometric anomalies. 
(Source: .\lachine Design. April 1994) 

Rapid progress in rapid prototyping 
Rapid prototyping technology has now evolved 

heyond producing model:; to assisr in the visualization of 
the ··touchy-feely" parts. Techniques have progressed so 
rapidly that master patterns for castings and metal moulds 
are now heing made in days rather than months a.'i wi1h 
convenlional prototyping. lni1ial capital costs for rapid 
prototyping are still relatively high; even those prices arc 
dropping slowly. It is not always necessary to make a large 
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in\·estment immediately. Success can be gained when 
tradirional tool- and pattern-makers become computer 
literate an:i OiJerate the new systems. It is anticipated that. 
in the future. desktop systems the size of a laser printer 
will be a\'ailable. (Source: Engint!ering. February 1994) 

The state of the RP industry-progress report 
1994 was a pivotal year for the rapid prototyping 

industry. It was a most progressive year with more systems 
being sold in 1994 than in 1992 and 1993 combined. Many 
user companies purchased second and third systems with 
tens of thousands of rapid prototyping jobs being 
processed. Service providers experienced a productive year. 
after-market products and sel'\·ices began to appear. 
However. ~me manufacturers still offer their systems at 
prices that many CAD'CAM users fincf hard to accept. Not
withstanding this fact, rapid prototyping is becoming a 
critical part of everyday business in many companies. 
particularly in the USA. 

It is estimated that revenue from sales and services 
grew by 99. 7 per cent in 1994 with unit sales growing by 
84 per cent; the milestone of 1.000 installed units was also 
surpassed in 1994. 

The world leader continues to be 3D Systems Inc .. 
Valencia. California, with an estimated share of 50 per cent 
of all systems installed world-wide. Japanese companies lag 
hehind with an estimated 14 per cent share of the world
wide base of installations. European countries are rapidly 
developing systems which are becoming widely accepted. 

The number of sel'\·ice bureaux has grown to 155. 
according to CAD/CAM Publishing Inc. (San Diego. 
California). This is an increase of 47.6 per cent. These 
hureaux have expanded their operations by adding more 
machines and people as demand for their services increase. 

Wohlers Associates (USA) expect rapid prototyping 
to improve and become more cost effective over the next 
decade. similar to the evolulion ..>f personal computers. 
They say that rapid prototyping is a technology which is 
changing the way products arc brought lo market, which 
does not necessarily mean 1ha1 it i:; easy to intcgralc and 
justify. With adequate research. planning and cooperation, 
any company can be among 1he number of success stories 
in this fast-paced industry. (Source: Rapid l'ro1111ypin1{: 
State of the Industry. 1994-1995 Worldwide Progress 
Report. Terry Wohlers/Wohlers Associal•:5. April 1995) 



System 

Ster _-olithography 

Laminated object 
manufacture (l.OM) 

Fused deposition 
moddling 

Solid ground curing 
(solider) 

3-1> printing systems 

Admnc:es in Materials Technology Monitor. Vol. 1. No. I (1995) 

Advantages 

QuicL:cast1 "" sy·stem p:nnits succes.~ful and economic 
sacrificial patterns. 
Quio.:kcast'"" system gi\cs higher accuracy and better 
structural integrity or models. 
Very wide range ofapplication experience-excellent 
user groups. 
Bt."S\ surface finish of currently available techniques. 
Most parts can now be ··right first time-. 

Range of model materials. 
Wax models can be in,·ested directly. 
Polycarbonate: models after surface treating with wa'I. 
can be used as sacri-licial patterns. 
Lower cost or raw materials.than stereolitho~raphy or 
solider systems. 

Relatively lower capital cost system. 
I.ow cost of raw materials. 
Finished models resemble wood-popular with 
traditional model makers. 

Lower ini•ial cost of system. 
I.ow cost of materials. 
Can be operated in office environment. 
Highly reliable machines. 
Short build time for thin-wall parts. 

lligh capacity of model building chamber. 
When chamber is used to full capacity. can he most 
economic rapid prototyping technique. 
Complex models i;ossible. including ready assembled 
multi-component products. 

Direct route 10 ceramic shell production for 
investment casting. 
Wide range of materials possible soon (in principle. 
any material available in powder form). 
Potential for low-cost machinery and low-cost model 
materials. 
l'olential for purpose-designed computer-controlled 
microstructure. 

Limitations 

I 
Expensive raw materials initially. but model 
material costs comparable to other systems. 
Expensive anr.ual maintenance ch:ll'ges. 
Limited range or materials (photosensitive resins) 
Support structures needed but these are 
aiJtomatically supplid from purpose-written 
software:. 
Care needed with environmentally hazardous 
solvents used to clean up. 

Wa'\: models need 12-hour cooling cycle on the 
machine. 
Wax models very fragile. 
Recycled unsintered powders need careful sieving 
to avoid ""ball-ups .. and -rurrowing .. when new 
layer of powder is laid down. 
Support structures can be necessary. especially 
for complex. overhanging features of wa-c 
models. 
I.earning curve necessary with most new parts. 

Inherent fire risk. 
Most models require subsequent hand working to 
imprO\re surface finish. 
Inherent difficulties with undercuts and re-entrant 
features. 
Waste material can be difficult to remove. 

Poor surface finish but can be improved by hand 
working. 
Support systems nece. ~ary for complex 
overhanging features. 

Large. heavy, noisy. expensive system. 
Prone to breakdowns. 
Requires constant manning. 
High cons<1mption of expensi\e raw materials. 
Models cannot be used as sacrificial patterns for 
conventional investment casting. 

Commercial machines not yet available. 
Shells very fragile. especially in thin sections. 
Removal of powder from narrow cavities can be 
difficult. 
Ceramic powder needs to be stabilized with mist 
of water droplets. 
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G. RECENT EVENTS 

CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS 

Rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing Conference 
and Exposition 

This was held from 2 to 4 May 1995 at the Hyatt 
Regency in Dearborn, Michigan. USA. The theme was 
.. 1995 is the Year of Rapid looting··. More than 40 new 
conference presentations focused on the latest trends in 
prototyping applications. There were over 85 exhibitors 
presenting a wide array of equipment, technology and 
information. Conference sessions included the following 
them ts: 

How can users integrate rapid prototyping appli
cations into existing CAD/CAM programmes? 
How are companies translating CAD data? 
What are the advantages of IJ.·ing a table-top 
milling machine to rapidly prototype a part? 
What are the benefits of reverse engineering to 
rapid prototyping? 

Conference participants had the opportunity to tour 
one of six manufacturing plants, where they saw rapid 
prototyping machines in action and how the equipment was 
integrated into the design shops. Tutorials were held which 
covered the fundamentals of rapid prototyping, rapid tool
ing from rapid prototyping, an introduction to Standards 
for the Exchange of Product Data and concurrent engineer-
ing. 

The Conference was sponsored by the Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers and the Rapid Prototyping Asso
ciation (USA), amongst others. Further information can 
be obtained from: Society of Manufacturing Engineers. 

Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48121, USA. (Source: Machine 
Design, April 1995) 

Manufacturing Week '95-UK 
This exhibition was held from I 0 to 12 October 1995 

at the Natio01l Exhibition Centre, Birmingham, UK. and is 
the UK's largest engineering show. Over 550 companies 
exhibited at the show, representing 15 areas of technology. 
including: advanced manufacturing, control and systems 
engineering, drives. motors and controls, fastening and 
joining, instrumentations, materials, pneumatiC's and 
hydrnulics, rapid prototyping and sensors and systems. 
Within the umbrella of this show. smaller exhibitions were 
held including a robot village, and Plant 95, which was a 
dedicated event for plant and factory enginee~. lnspex 95 
is the UK's leading metrology and inspection event and 
Weldex was for cutting and welding. 

The Rapid Prototyping Exhibition was held at which 
the Wa:wick Manufacturing Group, Coventry. UK, hosted 
an information centre where visitors could obtain free 
advice on the benefits and implications of rapid proto
typing. 

Seminars were held focusing on how to achieve 
manufacturing excellence through the successful imple
mentation of best practices and leading-edge technology. 
Plenary sessions "ere interspersed with workshops offering 
more detailed information. 

For more information contact: Manufacturing 
Week '95. P.O. Box 18. Barking, Essex. IGI I OSA. UK. 
(Source: Engineering, October 1995, and Rapid News. 
Vol. 3. No. 2, 1995) 
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